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1 Scope
This document for INEA Milestone #19 explains procedures and principles of the
practice and organizations of (collaborative) federations. These procedures and
principles were set in order to enable interoperability, communication and information
exchange between system suppliers of onboard navigation systems (ECDIS), Vessel
Traffic Service (VTS) systems, maritime service providers and authorities – in the STM
Validation Project and beyond.
The scope of the milestone document is on the SeaSWIM (System Wide Information
Management for Sea) components, as focussed in Activity 4: Maritime Service
Infrastructure of the STM Validation Project:
• Maritime Connectivity Platform (MCP)
• SeaSWIM Connector (SSC)
• Technical Compliance Checker (TCC)
• STM identifiers
• Recommendations on SeaSWIM enlargements
The document explains which procedures and principles were achieved in a
collaboration between the stakeholders and direct users of the SeaSWIM/MCP
federation in the STM Validation test beds. The stakeholders and users and the
intended audience of this milestone document is the following:
• Regulating and standardization bodies
• Authorities and governments
• Service providers
• Port operators
• Ship owners and operators
• Cargo owners
• System suppliers
• Research and development
As introduction, we focus on interoperability and what has been achieved in STM
Validation Project test beds (chapter 2). We use the Common Information Model (CIM)
to explain the main terms of Sea Traffic Management (chapter 3).
Principles and procedures of the practice of MCP, i.e. how to use the Identity and
Service Registry, are described in chapter 4.2 as well as collaboration for the
development of the MCP in chapters 4.3.
Other SeaSWIM components, the SeaSWIM Connector (chapter 5) and the Technical
Compliance Checker (chapter 6), have been developed as reference services to assist
developers by instantiating generic functionality that is needed by most services in the
SeaSWIM/MCP environment, e.g. handle interactions according to the SeaSWIM
specification.
Chapter 7 gives an overview of the STM identifiers, test bed implementation and open
issues regarding identifiers.
Whereas the MCP and SeaSWIM components, SSC and TCC, have been
implemented and tested as prototypes, we give further recommendations for future
procedures and principles to be built into MCP/SSC/TCC (see further chapter 8). We
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thus introduce conceptual enlargements of the existing SeaSWIM architecture
regarding various functional aspects. This includes recommendations on potential
enlargements agreed by the STM consortium as particularly important: access
management, subscription and quality of service. In this context, on the one hand,
consideration is given to the architecture and necessary efforts for the implementation
of the enlargements. On the other hand, synergies with further research projects and
solutions are identified and presented in the context of the SeaSWIM architecture. This
also includes recommendations regarding business models and cyber security, based
on vulnerabilities identified by project partners.
Chapter 9 gives an outlook on the governance of MCP/SeaSWIM and STM identifiers.
A summary of recommendations and identified open issues is given in chapter 10. It
summarizes the outcome of Activity 4´s approach to define procedures and principles
of SeaSWIM/MCP in the STM Validation Project (2015-2018).
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2 Enabling Interoperability
The vision of Sea Traffic Management is to overcome many of the challenges of
communication and information sharing between stakeholders in the maritime
transport industry. STM reacts to the lack of integrated maritime system(s) on a global
scale, which would be of great benefit for a globally operating shipping sector. It
provides solutions such as a global digital identity of users/vessels/systems, which is
a serious bottleneck in starting a digital maritime revolution across different companies
and individuals. Just as human-to-human communication on a global scale would be
impossible without global unique telephone numbers/email addresses.
In the STM Validation Project, leading system suppliers of onboard navigation systems
(ECDIS), Vessel Traffic Service (VTS) systems, maritime service providers and
authorities have joined forces to achieve interoperability in exchange of ships voyage
plans, time-stamps such estimated times of arrival (ETA) to ports and navigational
warnings.

Figure 1: Interoperability achieved in the test beds of STM Validation Project
The concept of Sea Traffic Management has been developed during EU-financed
research and innovation projects with about 50 European partners within academia,
governmental bodies and the industry. Sea Traffic Management connects and updates
the maritime world in real time, with efficient information exchange – based on core
services such as the infrastructure SeaSWIM (System Wide Information Management
for Sea). Through data exchange among selected parties such as ships, service
providers and shipping companies, STM is creating a new paradigm for maritime
information sharing offering tomorrow´s digital infrastructure for shipping.
SeaSWIM has been tested and evaluated in the STM Validation Project between 2015
– 2018, as core infrastructure to demonstrate the STM concept in large-scale test beds
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in both the Baltic and Mediterranean Sea. It was the aim to test and validate key
strategic enablers of STM, such as SeaSWIM/MCP technical infrastructure.
To allow interoperability and enable the communication in STM, we ensured that the
entry barriers to develop, produce and consume data and information in the SeaSWIM
environment should be as low as possible, yet secure. The SeaSWIM services were
implemented for this purpose – either to assist developers by instantiating generic
functionality that is needed by most services in the SeaSWIM/MCP environment, by
providing standardized interfaces or reference services according to the SeaSWIM
specification. Cyber security was discussed with several stakeholders to ensure secure
information exchange (chapter 8.3).
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3 Common Information Model
During the development of STM, new specific terminology emerged within the project
environment across the activities in connection with the maritime domain (domain
ontology). The meaning and context of which is not easy to grasp for newcomers. The
common information model (CIM) can be seen as a domain ontology with a defined
vocabulary for a specific domain. The aim of the CIM in STM is to give newcomers a
simple overview of the STM world and introduces the central terms and concepts within
STM. The CIM is limited to the central terms and concepts within Voyage Information
Service (VIS), Port Collaborative Decision Making (PortCDM) and SeaSWIM. For this,
the CIM is on a higher abstraction level, described in the deliverable D4.1.5 Outline for
Maritime Service Infrastructure Information Model.
The intention of the deliverable D4.1.5 Outline for Maritime Service Infrastructure
Information Model is to give an overview about the different concepts of STM and
provide external readers with an overview of the (implemented and elaborated)
technical services, concepts, communication models etc. and their relations and
collaborations to each other. The CIM is intended as an introduction document and
refers further to different deliverables of the STM project. For this, the document is substructured in different sections giving an overview about the relevant concepts. This
includes:
1.

Communication items and flow

SeaSWIM consists of a combination of different technical systems and their functions
(e.g. IR, SR, SSC and application services). This section focuses on these complex
system environments in a critical system structure with stand-alone systems.
2.

Identities

One intention of SeaSWIM is the usage of the infrastructure and the offered application
services by various actors like humans or technical systems. Each actor represents an
identity and is represented by a unique number. This section discusses the different
identities in SeaSWIM including how to identify them.
3.

SeaSWIM Infrastructure

SeaSWIM is based on building a service-oriented architecture. This type of
infrastructure is chosen to enable different services, which are located at different
locations and provide multiple instances of these services. This section illustrates the
architecture of the SeaSWIM environment.
4.

Voyage information

Voyage Information is one improvement of STM and in the focus of the project, which
enables possibilities for route sharing. This section explains the Voyage Information
Service (VIS).
5.

Port call synchronisation

Improving the efficiency of the maritime sector is another goal of STM. This section
discusses port call synchronization aspects of the Port Call Decision Making
(PortCDM) services.
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6.

Information exchange model

The information exchange model deals with the information that is exchanged within
testbeds. It also contains an overview of the standards (RTZ, S-421, PCMF and S-211)
in which this information is exchanged.
While those sections are covering a high-abstraction level and a middle abstraction
level, the attached glossary gives an overview about the terminology in STM, the
definition of respective terms and refers to related deliverables and documentation
such as IHO standards, STM deliverables, EfficienSea2 deliverables and others.
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4 Procedures and Principles
Connectivity Platform (MCP)

of

the

Maritime

4.1 Introduction to MCP
The MCP, or Maritime Connectivity Platform (formerly the Maritime Cloud), concept
has been defined as “a communication framework enabling efficient, secure, reliable
and seamless electronic information exchange among all authorized maritime
stakeholders across available communication systems”, and it is based on the IMO enavigation strategy. The vision reaches beyond the IMO strategy, matching the goals
of the EU e-maritime initiative and more. MCP consists of the three core components:
Identity
Registry,
Service
Registry
and
the
Messaging
Service
(https://maritimeconnectivity.net).

Figure 1: Components of the Maritime Connectivity Platform
The main purpose of the Identity Registry is to securely provide reliable identity
information. It provides a single login mechanism to all services, using identity
information provided by trusted stakeholders. It can be compared with a Central Person
Registry or a Central Business Registry. The Identity Registry contains relevant
information to authorize stakeholders and enable confidentiality in information transfer
processes. The aim is that all services depend on unique identifiers that, for example,
define specific users, services and transferred data objects to avoid conflicts.
The Service Registry contains information about the services and is the main source
of service information for developers, providers and consumers of services. The
Service Registry can be seen as sophisticated yellow pages phone book or the
equivalent of an App Store that can be run on different platforms. The aim is to allow
for convenient and attributable registeration, discovery and usage of all relevant
maritime services. Thus, the Service Registry provides functionality to publish and find
services, their functionality and endpoints.
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In the research projects, EfficienSea2 (2015-2018; https://efficiensea2.org/) and
SMART Navigation (2016-2020; http://www.smartnav.org/eng/html/Index_New/), the
Maritime Messaging Service (MMS) is developed whose usage is optional. The MMS
is an information broker that intelligently exchanges information between
communication systems connected to the platform, considering the current
geographical position and communication links available to the recipient.
In addition, another component called Almanac serves as an offline version of parts of
the Service and Identity Registry, to be used if no radio coverage is available to
establish a stable internet connection for accessing the online versions of SR and IR
and thus to have always access to the most relevant information during a journey (c.f.
XVI). The offline copy will be synchronized, if an internet connection with sufficient
bandwidth is available.

4.2 Access to MCP
Access to the MCP includes gaining access to the Identity Registry (IR) and Service
Registry (SR) and enables issuing certificates.
From a service provider perspective, the MCP can be seen as the basis for an ecosystem of maritime services that are deployed at several platforms and onboardequipment. As a service consumer, once registered you have access to a wide range
of maritime services, currently including route optimization, route cross check, port call
synchronisation/optimization, winter navigation, etc.
For all STM users there are just a couple of principles that should be known before
joining STM, concerning SeaSWIM/MCP:
1. Common identities are handled by the Maritime Identity Registry as part of
the Maritime Connectivity Platform (MCP), which provides tokens for human
interaction and certificates for machine to machine exchange.
2. The Maritime Service Registry as part of the Maritime Connectivity
Platform (MCP) gives guidance on how to specify and register services and
supports the discovery of services.
3. In order to comply with STM, you can download the SeaSWIM Connector – a
SeaSWIM service, use this as reference to start communicating.
4. If you are still unsure regarding STM compliance, use the Technical
Compliance Checker – a SeaSWIM service, to ensure you are on the right
track.
Service Registry and Identity Registry provide their own APIs (REST and SOAP) and
data formats to communicate with any kind of MCP services or with a ship-side
Maritime Connectivity Platform component. For further information c.f. XVI.
As stated above, the Maritime Service Registry provides REST and SOAP APIs to
publish and search for services, as well as to publish and retrieve related service
documentation. Its primary function is to offer a curated, geo-searchable list of
services, in particularly their endpoints as well as their documentation. Finally, the
actually running service instance(s) are described separately, with a reference to the
technical design they are implementing, which itself points to the service specification.
Services have to be defined in a structured way. This starts with the service
specification, where the services are described from an operational point of view. Then,
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the technical design details the implementation of such a specification, without
including the actual service endpoint address. Finally, the actually running service
instance(s) are described separately, with a reference to the technical design they are
implementing, which itself points to the service specification.
The operations of the REST API can be examined and are grouped into the following
resource categories:
• DOC
• XML
• XSD
• Specification Templates
• Service Specifications
• Technical Designs
• Service Instances
Whereas, the SOAP API contains a list of operations and links to the WSDL file(s)
needed for implementing an API client. The available operations mirror those of the
REST API. All other considerations, including authentication tokens and restrictions on
operations, are identical to its REST counterpart.
4.2.1 Registering Identities
Identity management refers to the process of employing technologies to manage
information about the identity of users and provides means to control access to
company resources. The objective of identity management is to improve productivity
and security while lowering costs associated with managing users and their identities,
attributes, and credentials.
The goal of the MCP Identity Registry is to create a solution that satisfies the most
common identification needs for the entire maritime industry on a global scale. This is
not a simple task as any solution must support every possible user scenario. Thus,
additional functionalities are added based on user needs emerging from discussions
in different groups.
To allow all users to use the MCP, their organizations need to be registered in the
Identity Registry first. An organization is an entity, such as an institution, company or
an association, that has a collective goal and is linked to an external environment.
Examples, include international organizations such as IMO, IALA, or IHO, national
authorities such as US Coastguard, Swedish Maritime Administration, local authorities
such as VTS-Oeresund, Port of Rotterdam, Hong Kong SAR, or commercial
companies such as Wärtsilä or Maris (IALA Cyber Security Article). After successful
application as STM test bed user, the MCP governing body validates the application
and the organization. This way, only validated and trusted organizations get access to
the MCP. The process is currently manual, yet with plans to change this by 2019.
However, one possible solution would be for the maritime authorities in which a given
organization is registered to put the stamp of approval on the signup application.
Please refer to the Online Documentation for the procedure to register an organization,
its users and/or any ships of the organization.
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A Maritime Resource Name (mrn) is generated for each organization. IALA is hosting
the mrn Registry: “Maritime Resource Names (mrn) is a naming scheme that can
uniquely identify any maritime resource on a global scale. By maritime resource, it
means anything that has an identity of some kind. This could be organizations,
employees, a person, a physical or a virtual object, for instance an electronic
document, a buoy, a ship, a mariner, a nautical chart or an electronic service (e.g.,
“today’s weather report for the Oresund Strait”). Not all resources are “retrievable” in
an electronic sense; For example, human beings, corporations, and buoys. However,
they can still be considered a resource.” (http://www.iala-aism.org/technical/datamodelling/mrn/).
Assignment of Organization IDs are mainly reserved for maritime standards
development organizations, research projects, scientific societies, and similar bodies.
However, anyone can apply and each application is evaluated on a case by case basis
by the IALA secretary. For more details, also on how to manage namespaces within
organizations, see http://www.iala-aism.org/technical/data-modelling/mrn/.
To facilitate unique global identities STM uses the concept of mrn. The STM Validation
Project applies mrn methodology in the maritime context (c.f. chapter 7):
“urn:mrn:stm:”
urn:mrn:stm:identity:<entity
id>

type>:<Organization

Id>:<entity

Examples are:
urn:mrn:stm:identity:user:DMA:tgc
urn:mrn:stm:identity:vessel:SMA:SHIP_NAME
The STM Validation Project applies mrn methodology also to validate the concepts of
Unique Voyage ID and Unique Port Call ID in the maritime context. In the test beds,
the syntax is applied to identification of ships voyages with the Unique Voyage Identifier
(UVID) and Port Calls by the Unique Port Call Identifier (UPCID). It is based on the
project work realised in MONALISA 2.0 and uses mrn syntax as described in
http://www.iana.org/assignments/urn-formal/mrn and http://mrnregistry.org/.
The MONALISA 2.0 project identified the UVID as necessary for an efficient and STM
compliant information exchange among the different actors and the ship during a given
voyage. The development of the UVID/UPCIP is given in the coming report D4.1.3
Global Identifiers in STM (c.f. X).
To use the Identity Registry API, the user (human or machine) must “login” to MCP.
For human user, this is via OpenID Connect (OIDC). For machine users, this is an
X.509 certificate. See sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 for more information on authentication,
how to obtain and use OIDC and certificates.
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In order to handle GDPR issues, a GDPR disclaimer was prepared for the users of
SeaSWIM/MCP test bed infrastructure. One possibility how to handle GDPR in the
future was by federated identity provider (such as IALA, BIMCO, etc).
4.2.2 Authentication
Authentication is any process by which a system verifies the identity of a user (human
or machine) who wishes to access it. Since access control is normally based on the
identity of the user who requests access to a resource, authentication is essential to
effective security. In contrast to identification, which refers to the act of stating a person
or thing's identity, authentication is the process of confirming that the stated identity is
correct. It might involve verifying the authenticity of a website by a digital certificate that
it provides or validating a person’s identity documents.
The way in which a human user or machine may be authenticated, typically falls into
three different categories based on what is commonly known as the factors of
authentication: something the user knows, something the user has, and something the
user is. Each authentication factor covers a range of elements used to authenticate or
verify a user’s identity prior to being granted access, approving a transaction request,
signing a document or other work product, granting authority to others, and
establishing a chain of authority.
• Knowledge factors: Passwords, passphrases, pins, challenge response, etc.
• Ownership factors: ID card, Cell phone, certificates, etc.
• Inheritance factors: Fingerprint, retinal patterns, face, voice, etc.
Currently, the implementation efforts in the MCP have concentrated on knowledge
factors (typically username/password) for human users and ownership factors
(certificates) for machine users. The actual authentication of human users will be the
responsibility of the organizations that the users belong to using a brokered identity
federation approach.
This federated system of identity determines the process of creating new identities and
access to the MCP, as each maritime entity is bound to a trusted organization, and the
management of the maritime identities. Federation is the means of linking distinct
identity management systems to a person’s electronic identity and attributes. For
example, a shipping company might expose all their users in LDAP or Active Directory
to the MCP in such a way as they appear as MCP users. Thereby bypassing the need
to manage their users directly in the MCP. This also means that the MCP is not
responsible for management of users. In practical terms, federation means that users
asked to authenticate in the MCP will be redirected to a login webpage supplied by
their organization where they can login using their organizational ID (see further in
EfficienSea2 deliverable D3.8). Any identity provider must be compliant with the
OpenID Connect protocol (c.f. http://openid.net/), to be compliant with the Identity
Registry.
The federation approach allows each registered organization to manage their users
according to their own security and privacy policies. This significantly increases for
example the security of user data. However, the identity broker, provided by the Identity
Registry, serves as “man in the middle” and thus becomes an issue regarding the
reliability of the IR. If the identity broker is not available for any reason, none of the
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users or services within the MCP would be able to authenticate themselves. After the
test bed phases, for later operation, the usage of several redundant identity brokers is
considered, to accomplish a failsafe authentication. Beyond the scope of the project, it
is also foreseen that several identity registries will collaborate to form the global
federated MCP Identity Registry (see IALA cyber sec article).
4.2.3 Certificates
Certificates are needed for STM service providers and STM service consumers.
To use MCP identities in machine-to-machine communication, a certificate can be
obtained. Certificates can be issued on 5 different entities that can be registered in the
MCP. User, Device, Vessel, Organization, and Service. Please refer to the Online
Documentation for which attributes is provided in the certificate for each entity type.
The following shows how to issue certificate for a Service, but the procedure is the
same for every entity type. Find the Service and click the “Issue new Certificate”. Now
the certificate is issued and can be downloaded.

Figure 2: Procedure for issuing new certificate
The Identity Registry provides only one entry point for Identity Management and
authentication. Besides the login with username and password, the Identity Broker also
supports the login, using a certificate. When using a certificate for login, the Identity
Broker validates the provided certificate and returns an OpenID token. Thus, an
external service does not have to implement two validation methods; token-based
authentication and certificate authentication. See further in D3.8 (XVI).
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4.2.4 Authorization
Another central aspect of Identity Management is the concept of authorization which is
the process of determining a set of permissions that is granted to a specific trusted
identity. In all practical senses, authorization follows authentication. Once a system
knows who you are, the system can determine what is appropriate for you to be able to
see or do. Authorization can be determined based on the user identity alone, but in most
cases requires additional attributes about the user, such as role, title, flag state, etc.
Authorization can typically be handled in two ways.
•

Locally by the application or service that is being accessed.

•

Centralizing the authorization policy decisions regardless of the location of the user
or the application/service

MCP supports the first and will provide the information that can be used for authorization
in the applications or services.
As described, MCP uses 2 kind of authentication methods – OpenID Connect and X.509
certificates, which both provides information about the authenticated user that can be
used for authorization. For example:
•

The organization the entity belongs to.

•

The permissions/roles/groups the entity has been assigned by the organization.

•

Entity specific information such as the ID of the vessel, where a service is deployed

The service provider can use this information to setup an authorization scheme for
allowing access to their service.
4.2.5 Registering Services
The Service Registry contains service specifications according to a Service
Specification Standard and provisioned service instances implemented according to
these service specifications. This enables service providers, consumers, and
regulatory authorities to share a common view on service standards and provisioned
services. The SR does not provide actual maritime information itself, but a specification
of various services, the information they carry, and the technical means to obtain it.
The Service Registry also provides the mechanisms to manage the lifecycle of service
specifications and service instances.
The Service Registry is intended to facilitate or implement the Maritime Service
Portfolio (MSP) concept by providing a repository for the specification of operational
and technical services and provisioned service instances. It is intended to potentially
support all maritime services, not only digital services, thereby making it a single
reference point for provisioning and discovery.
For documentation of the services, the Service Specification describes one dedicated
service at logical level in a technology-agnostic manner (Figure 3). The Service
Technical Design describes the details about the actual realization of a specific service
with a dedicated technology. It is possible to provide different technical designs, all
being compliant with the same service specification. It is also possible to provide one
technical design that conforms to several versions of the same service specification,
for example, to allow backward compatibility to older versions of a certain specification.
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A service implementation (implemented according to a given technical design) may be
deployed at different locations by different service providers, described on the third
level of Service Instance. Among others, the service instance description contains the
endpoint for the service implementation and thus how to access the service. In
addition, the description optionally contains an area of application, which is the area
the specific service implementation is valid for.

Figure 3: Distinction between Service Specification, Service Technical Design and Service
Instance
A service can be published in MCP by using the MCP Management Portal. This is
essentially done by uploading the service documentation file and service XML file. As
previously described, a service consists of 3 levels; Specification, Technical Design,
Instance. The IALA guideline on specification of e-navigation technical services
specifies a structured way of defining services. The foundation is the service
specification, which describes what a service is about in an operational context. The
technical design on the other hand details the implementation of such a specification,
without including the actual service endpoint address. Finally, the actually running
service instance(s) are described separately, with a reference to the technical design
they are implementing, which itself points to the service specification.
To publish a service, this whole chain is required to ensure interoperability through
complete documentation. However, since version 0.7 of the MSR it is also possible to
publish service instances without any design or specification information, though this
will result in the creation of a Non-Compliant Service Instance. These instances are
not returned in default searches and are meant to be used for testing and development
purposes. Operational services are required to be compliant with the IALA guidelines,
i.e. By default, services that follow IALA guidelines and contain proper definitions of
service specification and technical design along with all the associated documentation
and xml description are “compliant”. To find services that do not fulfil these
requirements, for example for in-development or testing, the “includeNotCompliant”
API parameter should be set to true.
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The Maritime Service Registry is not involved in the actual service usage itself. It
merely provides endpoint URI information to services based on a variety of search
attributes.
Please refer to the MCP Management Portal manual for how to register/publish the
service in MCP.

Figure 4: Screenshot of procedure for registering a new service in the MCP Management
Portal
4.2.6 Consuming Services
The Maritime Service Registry provides REST and SOAP APIs to publish and search
for services, as well as to publish and retrieve related service documentation. Its
primary function is to offer a curated, geo-searchable list of services, in particularly
their endpoints as well as their documentation.
Further information on REST/SOAP APIs are found in the MCP Management Portal
manual. Services may be searched for different criteria, like keywords, locations,
organizations or combinations of those.
Taking into account that the Service Registry may be used either by humans or
machines, the Service Registry offers two approaches to discover services, a manual
discovery for human users and a machine to machine discovery process. The main
difference between the manual and the automatic service discovery process is the
need to receive unique answers from the service registry, in case of automatic
discovery. This is achieved through a “spatial exclusive” flag that is, for this service
specification there is only one combination of service specification and technical
design, valid within a defined area/location. To ensure the uniqueness of services (e.g.
who is allowed to set the exclusive flag) appropriate governance processes have to be
established in the future. If no such governance process exists or does not apply for a
specific service, the filtering through the preconfigured rules has to ensure that exactly
one service is selected (c.f. EfficienSea2 deliverable D3.8).
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Figure 5: Mind Map with the most relevant information stored in Service and Identity
Registry

4.3 Collaboration for MCP development
The MCP has been developed in a collaboration between partners from the three
projects EfficienSea2 (E2), STM Validation and SMART Navigation. Those partners
from these projects actively involved in the development formed an informal group
called the Maritime Cloud (former name of MCP) Development Forum (MCDF) in order
to coordinate the development of MCP. In practice, the MCDF has also been the
governing body of the MCP development so far. One part of the MCDF, the MCDT MCP Development Team, is especially dedicated to technological issues of the
infrastructure, with biweekly technical meetings lead by Thomas Christensen/DMA and
biannually meetings at IALA eNav. Members of STM Validation Project are actively
involved in the MCDF/MCDT in order to meet STM´s needs in MCP development.
MCP Service Registry and Identity Registry were established on a Technology
Readiness Level 7 (TRL 7). TRLs are a method of estimating technology maturity of a
program during the acquisition process. TRL are based on a scale from 1 to 9 with 9
being the most mature technology. While TRL 7 is defined as system prototype
demonstration in an operational environment, TRL 9 is an actual system proven
through successful mission operations. As being used for distribution of safety critical
information in the maritime domain, MCP needs to mature to TRL 9 in order to sustain
its growing support in the maritime domain, by for instance IALA and other international
organizations.
For global accessibility, resilience, flexibility and scalability, it is vital that several
instances of Identity and Service Registries are distributed among different regions in
the world. As STM uses MCP as the foundation of identity management, it is necessary
to establish STM-specific European-based instances of SR and IR and take on
responsibility for the further development and maturing of these components, in
collaboration with other large e-navigations projects which are also relying on MCP,
specifically the SMART Navigation project in the Republic of Korea and a
corresponding initiative in China.
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Therefore, several involved organisations initiated the building of the forum MCDF,
dedicated to the development of MCP through coordination of various initiatives
(projects). Now at the end of the STM Validation Project, the building of a MCC/MC
Consortium has been started, in which the partners of the MCDF join/are transferred
to. In addition to the ongoing technical development, documentation and provision of
reference architectures and implementations for the use of MCP, the MCC's task is to
cooperate with standardization bodies and coordinate with national and international
institutions such as IALA, BIMCO, IHO and others (c.f. XVII).
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5

Procedures and Principles of the SeaSWIM
Connector (SSC)

5.1 Introduction to SSC
The SeaSWIM Connector/SSC is a software component that enables the use of IR and
SR, developed by STM/E2 in Activity 4. To achieve the inclusive scope of the
SeaSWIM environment, entry barriers to develop, produce and consume data and
information in the environment should be as low as possible. The SeaSWIM Connector
is implemented for this purpose – to assist developers by instantiating generic
functionality that is needed by most services in the SeaSWIM/MCP environment.
To simplify the run time connection with the SeaSWIM environment the SSC is
provided, which can be described as a standardized interface to the more generic MCP
registers. The SSC is developed as a reference service that handles the interaction
with the core SeaSWIM support services according to the SeaSWIM specification.
The SSC is described in further detail in the technical design/service specification
document (c.f. I). This specification is intended to be read by architects, system
engineers and developers in charge of designing and developing an instance of the
connector. It is based on the following structure/content sketched in Figure 6 (including
specifications V & I).

Figure 6: SeaSWIM Connector documentation and implementations
The use of the SSC technical specification and core functionality is mandatory, which
ensures all partners have a compliant way to communicate within the SeaSWIM
environment. Any industry stakeholder is free to develop its own equivalent
version/implementation as long as it follows the SeaSWIM technical specification
(Figure 6).
It should be noted that while the SSC assists developers to access the SeaSWIM
environment in a compliant way, there are more requirements beyond the SSC, to
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become compliant with the SeaSWIM environment (e.g. adherence to accepted
standards, identities and interface specifications).
There are two potential ways to incorporate the SeaSWIM Connector functionality:
1. The first option is to host the reference implementation as a proxy service and
use its interface to reach the SeaSWIM environment and its connected actors
and services.
2. The second option is to integrate the functions of the SeaSWIM Connector
service to replicate its functionality. All function calls to the core SeaSWIM
support services will be accepted as long as they adhere to the same standard
as the SeaSWIM reference connector.
As pictured in Figure 7, the SSC is designed to facilitate the communication between
services. The function will call a generic web service part of the STM infrastructure,
checking the certificates authentications. The SSC will also facilitate the
communication with the identity service in order to discover that the organization is part
of the STM infrastructure. Finally, the SSC handles the communication with the Service
Registry service in order to discover services of the STM infrastructure.
This means, that the SSC support service intercepts the incoming service request,
handles authentication and, if source is authenticated, forwards the service call to the
"master" service endpoint. Authentication and encryption (SSL/TLS) is added to all
outgoing messages and checked on all incoming messages.

Figure 7: SeaSWIM Connector architectural overview
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5.2 SSC as a Proxy
SSC reference implementation is a software service component that works like a proxy
web server, i.e. listens on a configurable port and intercepts the incoming calls.
The SSC proxy is hosted both by the providing and consuming application service
(Figure 8). This way the SSC or its equivalent support communication according to the
STM principles with minimal development and implementation efforts.

The following functions are fulfilled as part of runtime SeaSWIM compliance (Figure
8):
• SSC provides functions and design constraints that applies to every service- or
client interface, i.e. to comply with the SeaSWIM specifications.
• SSC is intended to hide the complexity of interacting and complying with the
STM support services.
• SSC offers standardized means of defining communication end-points (API)
and ensures encryption of all data transferred between the end-points
• SSC is defined as an explicit service (stand-alone or integrated into a parental
service).

Figure 8: SeaSWIM Connector functionalities
SSC is designed in order to support inbound and outbound communications. Inbound
receive information from other services offering an out of the box, while outbound
communications send information to core services (IR and SR) and application
services.
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5.3 SSC as a Function Library
The SeaSwim Connector can also be integrated as a function library that manage the
functions implemented in the reference implementation as a proxy. In that way a parent
service that works over the SSC such as a Voyage Information Service can be
implemented in an integrated and simpler way.
The main responsibilities of the library are:
- support the application service to communicate with the Service Registry and Identity
Registry
- support the communication between services part of the STM infrastructure
- decrease the integration barrier for an application service that want to join to STM
infrastructure
SSC library supports two operational schemas:
-

Inbound communications: Receive information from other services

-

Outbound communications: Send information to core services and application
services

Where the “App service” below is later referred to the “parent” of the SeaSWIM
Connector.
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The main operational activities are;
•

Search for service instance(s)

•

Consume service instance

•

Search for (retrieve) global identities (mainly organizations)

•

Authentication and identification of consumer and provider of service

5.4 Further Requirements of SSC
Functional and non-functional requirements of the SSC have been discussed during
the validation of the infrastructure and test bed implementation. The following list
shows requirements that we set for the reference SSC/proxy developed by CIMNE:
REQ-SSC001 – SSC shall enable secure connection between services of the
SeaSWIM infrastructure
REQ-SSC001-1 - SSC shall authenticate all incoming service calls before forwarding
the request to its parent
REQ-SSC001-2 - SSC shall only allow service calls from a SeaSWIM compatible
service (i.e. following agreed protocols, data standards and communication
interfaces)
REQ-SSC001-3 - SSC shall ensure that incoming client certificates are not revoked.
REQ-SSC001-4 - SSC shall ensure that incoming server certificates are not revoked.
REQ-SSC001-5 - SSC should only allow service call to service registered in the
MCP´s Service Registry
REQ-SSC001-6 - SSC should check presence of service in MCP´s Service Registry
on all outgoing service calls before executing the service request.
REQ-SSC002 – SSC shall enable execution of requests between the services
REQ-SSC003 – SSC shall handle communication with MCP´s Service Registry
REQ-SSC003-1 - SSC shall enable search in MCP´s Service Registry for service
instance(s) to consume
REQ-SSC004 – SSC shall handle communication with MCP´s Identity Registry
REQ-SSC004-1 SSC shall enable search for identity in MCP´s Identity Registry
REQ-SSC005 – SSC should expose private functions to manage service calls and
identities to be used by its parent.
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Yet, for example REQ-SSC002 refers to the private interface callService, where the
SeaSWIM Connector handles the authentication on outgoing calls to a service. This is
not a requirement on a generic SSC, it was a requirement for the project´s reference
SSC by CIMNE; same as findService and findIdentity. Service providers implemented
own SSCs based on the reference SSC specification. Overall one can be SeaSWIM
compliant without implementing findService, findIdentity and callService in the way it
is done in CIMNE´s reference SSC.
Many discussions about SSC requirements were also around the following further
requirements:
- how SSC should support access management/access list handling
- how SSC should support encryption and signing of data (based on S100)
- how SSC should perform authentication
In the case of authentication for example, project partners had different positions
regarding how the SSC should support this. For the reference SSC we have mutual
authentication where each side checks the validity of the certificate. More CAs
(Certificate Authorities) are trusted than just MCP´s/self-signed certificates.
In STM, the discussion around authentication led to the two following positions:
- Strict mutual authentication
- One-way authentication
Project partners named the following PROS for mutual authentication:
-

Strict mutual authentication where both consumer and producer authenticate
each other against a common identity registry (e.g. MCP) generates a more
controlled environment, a dedicated security domain for maritime usage in our
case, where some of the work load and resources to authenticate is transferred
to the Identity Registry and its governance rather than on each service/actor.

-

Mutual authentication makes it possible to authenticate the consumer and
ensure that data is sent to appropriate service/actor, especially in asynchronous
environment as most of the STM services are.

-

The consequence from not having a common policy regarding mutual
authentication is that each actor may need their own list of trusted services and
actors.

Project partners named the following CONS for mutual authentication:
-

Mutual authentication is difficult to test and make mandatory. It will still be up to
each actor/service to authenticate or not. But if just one actor wants to perform
strict mutual authentication, then all need to apply to strict mutual authentication
and only use server and client certificates based on MCP. Perhaps in future it
can be read from MSR whether the service can handle strict mutual
authentication or not.

-

One can also argue, that strict mutual authentication functions basically only in
case of the exchange of atomic data objects, like a route, RTZ, because this
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implies an end-to-end connection. So, one can use mutual authentication in
case of route exchange in VIS or individual messages for PortCDM Message
Submission, but not in case of an end-to-end connection between data owner
and end user in services which distribute incoming data, whether in original
format, like PortCDM Message Queues or in aggregated form, such as
PortCDM Port Call Builder. It is possible to have mutual authentication – even
in the two cases above, but between PortCDM instances and the connected
system, this would not be end-to-end.
-

Encryption and signing of data are probably a bigger issue and increase security
in a better way than strict mutual authentication.
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6 Procedures and Principles of the Technical
Compliance Checker (TCC)
Technical compliance focuses on the level of usage of the maritime service
infrastructure SeaSWIM. Some standards have been defined during STM and previous
projects such as MONALISA 1 / 2 and EfficienSea2 which affects the Identity Registry.
These include, among other things, how a service must be documented and
implemented in order to be part of the SeaSWIM environment. First, two problems
need to be solved regarding these standards. As these STM-standards are new,
potential service providers need support with the development and / or provision of
their services. Secondly, services are evolving over time and need to be adapted, for
instance, if a small change is made such as the optimization of the algorithm to
calculate a more efficient route. In addition, refinements in the development, which are
more critical, should be considered. These may involve changes in the business logic
of services or in the interface itself. Here, the central question is whether the service is
still providing the expected result or fulfils the task initially defined. Other relevant
questions are: Does the service description document follow the right template in a
correct way? Are all relevant description documents for one concrete service
available?
In order to close this gap, a service called Technical Compliance Checker (TCC) has
been developed as a reference implementation in the STM project. The TCC is
implemented as a service within the Service Registry itself. It checks the services within
the SR according to the defined guidelines and assists developers with the registration
and creation of compliant/legal documents. The purpose of TCC will increase the
quality of the SR. This leads to increased trust and the willingness to use of uninvolved
parties so far. The report D4.3.3: Handbook on SeaSWIM-compliant implementation
of maritime applications and services informs about the TCC and the compliance
checks of SeaSWIM in more detail.

6.1 Concept
The current Concept of the Technical Compliance Checker is shown in Figure 9:

Identity Registry

Web-App

Service Registry

TCC Controller
TCC DB

Figure 9: Technical concept of the TCC
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As one part of the TCC, the Web-App displays data and manage user interactions. It
offers the possibility to display the current available service specifications, technical
designs and service instances with their last check results and provide a possibility to
upload local files for checking as well as to download the results. The Web-App is also
responsible for user authentication.
The TCC Controller contains the functionality and business logic. The data needed to
perform the compliance checks are being downloaded from the SR at runtime. It
provides a REST API to e.g. run the compliance checks or loading data like check
results from the Database. The TCC Controller is secured via the OpenID Connect
mechanism provided by the SR.
Another part, the database (TCC DB) is used to persist the results of the checks
(results / compliance results). A result of a check contains two elements. The status of
the result (‘Successful, ‘Warning’ and ‘Error’) and if the check fails a specific message
which gives information why the check has failed. If a test has run without errors, it
gains the status ‘successful’. The result of a failed test scenario can be either an error
or a warning.
In short, the following checks were realised in the TCC by September 2018:
1. Check existence of files:
Before being able to execute further checks, it has to be checked first whether
all necessary files are present. This includes service specification, technical
design and service instance as xml and pdf documents. Even if the SR does not
necessarily require the provision of additional documentation, service providers
should provide it.
2. Check xml schema:
It is supposed that the SeaSWIM environment is checking the XML files against
the current schema. This check is currently done when a file is uploaded to the
SR. Due to changing requirements, the XML schemas can also be updated.
This check enable the possibility to validate the xml file of a service specification,
technical design and service instance against the latest schema in the SR.
3. Check status:
Service specifications, technical designs and service instances have a status.
This status can be provisional, released, simulated, deprecated or deleted.
Since the different specifications build on each other, a logic check is carried
out. If a specification has the status released or simulated, the previous
specifications should not be in the status provisional.
4. Check if PDF documentation includes the xml document:
Every PDF document shall contain the content of the corresponding XML file at
the end of the document. The TCC checks if the user has inserted the content
of the XML into the PDF document.
5. Check if identification table matches:
Every PDF document contains a table with information for identification. This
table includes e.g. the mrn and name of the service, its version number and
contact information about the author. This information is also part of the XML
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document. The TCC checks if the PDF document contains at least the same
information as the XML file.
6. Check OpenAPI definition in the technical Design:
The Design of a service should contain a description of the service in OpenAPI
description or in Web Service Description Language. The TCC checks if the
description is conform to the OpenAPI standard.
7. ContactInfo contains email address:
Each XML document contains one or multiple <contactInfo> nodes. These
nodes shall contain information to contact e.g. the author of the document, the
author of requirements or the provider of a service. These nodes shall contain
at least a valid email address. The TCC checks if all <contactInfo> nodes
contain valid email addresses.

6.2 Checking compliance by Web-App
The TCC is hosted by the OFFIS e.V. and available for test purposes via:
• Web-App: http://tcc.offis.de:8080/
• TCC Controller: http://tcc.offis.de:8080/api/
The figure below shows an overview of the web application.
(1)
(2)

(3)

Figure 10: Web-App Overview
The Web-App consists of three main components. These are a static component for
navigation, a changing content component that displays information based on the
current navigation and a footer, which directs to further information.
The navigation bar [(1)] can be used to access various areas or functions of the TCC.
This bar is identical on all following sites for easy navigation.
The entries on the navigation bar directs the user to the different functions of the TCC.
These are:
• Specifications: Provides an overview about the check results of the
specifications that are currently in the SR.
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•

Designs: Provides an overview about the check results of the technical designs
that are currently in the SR.
• Instances: Provides an overview about the check results of the service
instances that are currently in the SR.
• Check local files: Instead of using documents from the SR, local files can be
uploaded in this section, which can be used to perform checks.
• Results: This section saves the results of the checks performed by the user
since the last login to the TCC.
In addition, the navigation bar shows the connected SR, which the TCC uses for testing
as well as a logout functionality.
The content component [(2)] shows information based on the current navigation. A
header indicates the selected item from the navigation bar. The navigation bar items
Specifications, Designs, and Instances show similar tables in the content view, which
represents identities and check results. The view depends on the contents of the SR,
so that not all saved test results are displayed. Only those components (service
specifications, technical designs or service instances) that have an associated entry in
the SR will be displayed with their latest check results. The first three columns
represent general Information.
These are:
•
•
•
•
•

Checkbox: The specification will be tested if the checkbox is selected.
ID – The mrn as it is saved in the SR.
Version: The version of the component, which can be changed through a dropdown element if multiple versions are available.
Name – The Name of the component as saved in the SR.
Organization – The mrn of the organization, which has uploaded the
component.

The following columns represents the check results. Depending on the selected menu
item, the number of displayed columns varies. The headline contains the name of the
check. The rows contain the result of the individual check. The result is displayed as a
coloured bulb, which have different meanings:
• Grey – The check has not been performed yet.
• Green – The check passed successfully.
• Yellow – The check failed and issued a warning
• Red – The check failed and issued an error.
The last column offers the ability to download the check results supplemented by an
individual message about the reason for the check failure. The content will be saved
as a .txt or .pdf document. A process arrow indicates whether further process steps
can be carried out in one area. Clicking on the blue buttons on the right leads to the
next step in the process chain.
The selection of checks that the user wants to perform is the next step in the process
chain. It is possible to select a subset of checks, based on the user’s needs. This step
is optional. If no check has been selected, all checks will be performed after calling the
next process step, run. After performing the compliance checks, the menu item Results
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will be accessed. The results of the last compliance checks will be displayed and can
be downloaded as .txt or.pdf file.
Via the menu item check local files, the compliance checking process can be applied
to files on the local hard drive. Through this, the TCC is able to perform checks ‘offline’.
Offline means independent from the SR. It is possible to upload xml schema files as
well as pdf and xml documents for service specifications, technical designs and service
instances. The further steps for checking correspond to the steps already mentioned
and are the same as the procedure, specifications, designs and instances.

6.3 Optimization potential and unrealized checks
a) Create view of statistics on a dashboard
To get an overview of the specifications in the SR, a dashboard could be
implemented in the Web-App to show these statistics. This dashboard could
show e.g. the percentage of specifications that have passed all the tests.
b) Check operation names within service specification and technical design.
The service specification describes one dedicated service at logical level in a
technology-agnostic manner. On the other hand, the service technical design
describes the details about the actual realization of a specific service with a
dedicated technology.
Both documents describe some same information on a different level. The
naming of possible operations, which a service has to offer, should be the same
in both documents. It has to be investigated if it is possible to check:
-

All operations that are named in the service specification are also used
in the following technical design.

-

At least all operations named in the technical design are also named
in the service specification.

c) Check security measures.
A service has to conform to some standards to be part of the SeaSWIM
environment. This includes e.g. the correct usage of the SSC and certain
certificates. It needs to be investigated if it is possible to check, if services are
using these certificates and a correct implementation of the SSC.
d) Check the payload of a service.
It needs to be check if a service instance provides the data as it is described in
the technical design.
e) Check against naming conventions.
Each service specification, technical design and service instance include
different names (e.g. mrn). The TCC shall check if the user follows these naming
conventions.
f) Currently, the TCC supports only PDF and XML documents. In a productive
environment the TCC should be extended to support additional file formats e.g.
.docx and .odt.
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g) Automated API checking.
It would be useful if the TCC is able to check if the service instance API provide
the functions as it should be described in the data model of the technical design.
h) Selection of different SR endpoints.
It would be useful if the TCC provide a possibility to change the endpoint if the
user wants to use the data of another instance of the SR.
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7 Principles of the STM Identifiers
The elaboration of identifiers in STM as basis for SeaSWIM compliant information
exchange has been one of the focuses of Activity 4 (Maritime Service Infrastructure)
of the STM Validation Project. In MONALISA 2.0 the need for standardized identifiers
has been identified as mandatory for the realization of an efficient information
exchange in SeaSWIM and STM in general. Main efforts have been specially made in
the definition of the unique voyage identifier (UVID), its standardization by using mrn
(maritime resource name) schema and its connection to other STM identifier like the
unique port call identifier (UPCID).
Standardized identifiers have been classified as mandatory for the information
exchange in SeaSWIM, which is the core part of the STM Validation Project. During
the development and definition of SeaSWIM two key information objects with high
relevance were identified: the voyage and the port call. The identifiers for these objects
are respectively called Unique Voyage Identifier (UVID) and Unique Port Call Identifier
(UPCID) and in general they are classified as STM Identifiers.
The need for a unified and unambiguous reference to a specific voyage as well as to
a port call has been recognized during the analysis of requirements on the digital
infrastructure for STM and Sea SWIM compliance information exchange.
The unique voyage identifier (UVID) should furthermore:
•
•
•

keep together all information related to a voyage without explicit reference to
other systems
during its whole lifecycle
enable efficient and SeaSWIM compliant information exchange among different
actors at different stages of a voyage.

The unique port call identifier (UPCID) should
•
•
•
•

sort and uniquely identify the relevant data for a port call
identify uniquely each visit of a ship
guarantee interoperability
enable efficient information exchange among many port actors

In order to ensure effective and STM compliant information sharing as well as a
seamless information exchange among different actors and ensure interoperability and
security, unique identifiers which are based on standards are needed. Existing
standards and actual achievements in the maritime domain have been elaborated,
further developed and taken into account during the conception of the STM identifiers.
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Standards for Identifiers
Uniform Resource Names (URNs) as defined by the IETF (Internet Engineering Task
Force) are intended to serve as persistent, location-independent, resource identifiers
and are designed to make it easy to map other namespaces (which share the
properties of URNs) into URN-space. Therefore, the URN syntax provides a mean to
encode character data in a form that can be sent in existing protocols (like ASCII),
transcribed on most keyboards, etc.
The URN syntax provides a mechanism to ensure the uniqueness of the name of a
resource, which is already widely used in different domains such as supply chain
management and unique identification of books or laws. The working group on
identifiers has contributed to the introduction of the Maritime Resource Name (mrn)
approach based on the Uniform Resource Name (urn) approach1. Among others this
approach is used for the syntax of the UVID and UPCID. Different possibilities for the
syntax and structure have been elaborated in order to come up with an identifier syntax
and semantic that can be used by the whole maritime transportation chain and which
complies with the main principles of STM and its technical infrastructure. The primary
function of the namespace hierarchy is to distribute management of namespaces. An
organization managing a particular namespace (such as an STM governance body for
the namespace urn:mrn:stm) may thereby issue sub-namespaces and delegate
management of such to other organizations, for example urn:mrn:stm:org:sma as a
namespace to be managed by the Swedish Maritime Administration.
The main function of the mrn hierarchy should be to delegate “management of
namespaces”, i.e. who the owner is of everything to the right of a particular position in
the string. The main requirement for interested parties (which commonly will be
companies or organizations) to interact in SeaSWIM is their valid entry in the Identity
Registry (IR). All services used in STM must be registered in Service Registry (SR).
For each service all different levels of its description as the specification, design,
implementation and instance are within SR uniquely marked by identifiers called
respectively ServiceSpecification_ID, ServiceDesign_ID, ServiceImplementation_ID
and ServiceInstance_ID. Services can be provided only by interested parties that own
an Organisation_ID (have a valid entry in the IR). Therefore, part of the metadata are
provider identity etc. and these shall refer to the appropriate entry identity.
Voyage and Port Call are two core objects of STM and have their own identifiers within
STM. They can be referred by other services. Each voyage shall be identified by a
Unique Voyage Identifier (UVID).
From a standardisation perspective the main requirements on an identifier for
information objects that are shared among different actors e.g. voyage or port call
following requirements need to be taken into consideration:

1

Klensin, J. (2017). RFC8141. downloaded on 04.12. 2018: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc8141
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•

There should be no intelligence in the identifier. It should only be a key to access
data in different databases or repositories. It should contain no explicit reference
to specific and special systems.

•

Identifiers should be as far as possible globally unique. So, they can be used as
reference or pointers, without need of further tests and validation.

•

They should guarantee interoperability and seamless information exchange
among different actors.

Based on these design principles following syntax has been designed and is used for
the UVID in the STM Validation project.

Voyage_ID (UVID)

Preferred
urn:mrn:stm:voyage:id:<org>:<id>
Responsibility of uniqueness is delegated to <org> within the
namespace “urn:mrn:stm:voyage:id:<org>”
Where
<org>
can
be
further
subdivided
by
<org>.
Please note that the MCP Identity Registry actually does not allow the
subdivision of <org>. (see Organisation_ID)
Examples:
urn:mrn:stm:voyage:id:sma:34678901234
urn:mrn:stm:voyage:id:transas:64cbce01-7483-47a2-bdffff296c1bb572 urn:mrn:stm:voyage:id:adveto:Finnlines20941NAANTALI_KAPELLSKAR-1803241506
urn:mrn:stm:voyage:id:sma:icebreakers:34678901234

The organization ID is organized as follows:
Organisation_ID

Preferred
“urn:mrn:stm:org:<short org name>
STM Project responsible for uniqueness within the namespace
“urn:mrn:stm:org”.
Example
“urn:mrn:stm:org:sma”
“urn:mrn:stm:org:sma:pilot” (not allowed today in portal)
“urn:mrn:stm:org:sma-pilot”
Considered alternatives
urn:mrnx:stm:voymgt:org:sma
urn:mrnx:stm:org:sma

The format of the UPCID follows the proposed mrn standard and is described in more
detail in2.
2

STM Validation Act1: PortCall Message Format (PCMF): http://stmvalidation.eu/developersforum/schemas/
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<simpleType name="PortCallIdentifier">
<restriction base="xs:string">
<maxLength value="120"/>
<pattern value="urn:x-mrn:stm:portcdm:port_call:
[A-Za-z]{5}:[A-Za-z0-9()+,\-.:=@;$_!*'%/?#]+"/>
</restriction></simpleType>
During the conception phase and analysis of existing standard the precision of
UN/LOCODE for UPCID for the unambiguous identification of a port has been
discussed. Maybe GLN (global location number) with 13 numerical digits could be an
alternative. GLN can for example identify a port, an organisation, a berth, a waterway,
a computer that sends/receives transmissions etc.
The stm namespace has not been registered in the maritime resource name registry
(http://mrnregistry.org/) maintained by IALA. Therefore, the identifiers are also missing
in this registry. The latest registered organization in the registry is GS1
(https://www.gs1.org/).
Information Objects: Voyage and Port Call
For the test bed the voyage was defined as the scheduled route between a given
start and a destination point. A route itself does not have a time component. It consists
only of way points. The direct geographical distance between two way points is called
route segment. Therefore, the difference between, route segment, route and voyage
is given. These definitions are described in detail in the Common Information Model 3.
The two points relevant for the voyage can be:
•
•

a start and destination port in case of liner shipping
a start and destination way point in case of tramp shipping, where the regular
port schedules as in the liner shipping are missing.

Start and end point (ports) must be known in the time of UVID creation. There are still
some special cases where this definition needs to be supplemented. In case of a
destination change after creation of an UVID the UVID remains the same. Routes can
have different status. Actually, there is no connection between the UVID and the status
of the route. The test bed results have shown that some users change the UVID when
the status of the route changes.
The definition presented above should be taken as a starting point and further
improved and updated in the future. It is generally not realistic to create a new voyage

3

STM Validation Act4 (2018). D4.1.5 Outline for Maritime Service Infrastructure Information Model.
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each time a destination change. The following example as presented in Figure 11 gives
some insights on this issue.

Figure 11: A voyage only between two ports
Based on the above definition there should be three UVIDs created for this voyage. In
reality, it is an artefact and would be more comfortable for the user to define it as one
voyage and refer to it by the same id. Still, this definition ensures that no other
possibilities or use cases are excluded or limited in the test bed or beyond it.
Obviously, this voyage concept focuses on the navigational aspect of a voyage, which
fits with the IMO RESOLUTION A.893(21) “GUIDELINES FOR VOYAGE PLANNING”4
that describes the main aspects to be considered when planning a voyage/ passage
from berth to berth. The voyage definition in this project includes this case and is more
generic and extendable.

7.1 Technical Implementation in Test Bed
In the STM Validation Project an UVID is always connected to a VIS (Voyage
Information Service). This service is one of the main SeaSWIM services developed
during the STM Validation Project with the main aim of enabling STM conform
information sharing between ships and all other maritime actors. The UVID is a
mandatory field in the VIS and must be set for each VIS instance.
Each ship should be represented by only one VIS in the test bed. The VIS belongs to
the actor who registers it in the Service Registry. For the test bed it has been decided,
that the ECDIS suppliers should be the ones to register the VIS for the involved ships
in the test bed.
There is no clear definition of how this should work after the test phase. It is
recommended that the ship operator should be the one to register and own a VIS for
the ship(s) that he operates. In order to avoid a simultaneously register of the VIS for
the same ship from the ECDIS suppliers, there is an immediate need for
4

2/Res.893, A. (2000). www.imo.org. downloaded on 06.12. 2018: GUIDELINES FOR VOYAGE
PLANNING: www.imo.org/blast/blastDataHelper.asp?data_id=24282&filename=893(21).PDF
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communication between the supplier and the ship operator. A better solution would be
an automatic checker that guarantees that each ship is really represented by one and
only one VIS and therefore the UVID is indeed unique.
For a registration of STM services on the production environment of the Service
Registry, Act2 developed a checklist that was used during site acceptance tests (SAT)
with service providers and ECDIS manufacturers. For the STM live-test bed
registration of a STM service it was necessary to pass these checks in order to show
compliance.
Who should/can create an UVID?
The voyage id can be created only by the ship. No other instance from outside can
force a ship to create and send a voyage id. At the moment a ship needs to share
information regarding the voyage with other actors like VTS, Opt. Services, Ports etc.
then it must create an UVID for the actual voyage and share it with the other actors.
The mrn approach used for the syntax of the UVID allows each actor to add a human
readable label to the id.
UVID in the live test bed
In this section the use cases for the creation and update of the UVID derived from the
analysis of the data gathered during the test bed runs will be presented. The creation
and update of the UVID is an operative issue. UVID is created and changed manually
on board by the operator. It is implemented as a mandatory field in the VIS and the
users (mostly masters and/or chief officers) needs to be trained for this. Due to the
very different implementations of the human machine interface of the ECDIS suppliers
this process has been very challenging. Therefore, the handling of the UVID resulted
to be very different. Training the OOWs during the STM test bed has been classified
as not possible within the given frame. Therefore, the data and information logged
during the test bed operation has been used to make a post analysis of when and how
the UVID has been created or changed and to determine the impact of this usage.
Main focus of the test bed has been the route exchange between ships by using VIS.
In this given background it was very difficult to explain the voyage concept and the
need for the UVID to the operators and users of VIS. From the first tests with the UVID
in the test bed the following feedback came from the seafarers on board:
“The UVID handling is not working properly, because ships are missing to set new
UVID or do not know when to do it.”
This comment emphasises the lack of a clear lifecycle definition for a voyage and its
identifier. When the UVID is set once, it can only be updated and changed manually.
An automatic event for updating the UVID could be a good solution for this issue. This
feedback was very much expected since it is a new functionality. The main advantage
of having a UVID is that a technical solution has been implemented that enables
effective information sharing between all actors related to a ship and voyage.
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The following methods have been used to create organization specific UVID during the
test bed phase. In some case, there were problems with the uniqueness of the
identifier. In some case, the date and route name (start and destination) are used as
part of the ID which is incompliant with one of the main principles for STM Identifiers
of not using any company or voyage specific information in the identifier. Some
examples are:
•

•

•

•

•

GUID (Transas and Wärtsilä)
o urn:mrn:stm:voyage:id:transas:mb830r_3fb97044-c4ba-4d7e-b70ed67ed1885ae7
Ship’s name - route name (start-destination) – date time (YYMMDDHrMin)
(Adveto)
o urn:mrn:stm:voyage:id:adveto:BirkaCruises20712-TrelleborgSvartklubben-1802261623
Name of the route-number- date time (YYYYMMDDHHMinSec) (Wallenius)
o urn:mrn:stm:voyage:id:WALLENIUS:20180813045347-443TrelleborgSvartklubben
date time – number – route name (startdestination)
o urn:mrn:stm:voyage:id:MSCSHIPPINGCOMPANYLTD:2018081113303
7-176-TrelleborgSvartklubben
datetime- guid – destination?
o urn:mrn:stm:voyage:id:Wallenius:20180814055824-849-SHAO

Sometimes the same organization uses different approaches to create the organisation
specific name part. In some case, different date time formats are used. The mrn
approach is used for the UVID in the test bed but strict rules are missing.
Most of the STM Test bed ships have a database of routes. The routes saved there
are the ones that are mostly used by the ship. These are commonly called route
templates. The routes consist only of way points and have no time related information
(schedule). It can be derived from the data that planners on board sometimes create a
new voyage ID when they change the routes. Additionally, status changes of a route
leads to updates in UVID.
Incorrect usage of UVID and its impact
Handling of identities – in STM test bed the change of the UVID is not triggered by any
automatic mechanism. Therefore, the UVID is not changed and remains the same even
if the voyage changes. This is not the envisioned usage of UVID as described in STM
concept. There is no dependent service of correct UVID handling – not automated, e.g.
built in the ECDIS.
Incorrect usage of UVID leads to problems with message handling. If a ship changes
its voyage but does not update the UVID, then it will get notifications from the previous
voyage and areas that are not of relevance any more for the actual situation.
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7.2 Open Issues and Recommendations
Standardization
One of the open issues to be taken into consideration for the future is the official
registration of the namespace urn:mrn:stm in the mrn registry. This step is considered
as very important for the establishment of STM in the future and creates a reference
point for further technical and nontechnical (government and management of STM)
developments. From a governance point of view the management of the namespaces
need to be clarified and set up.
Voyage
In the future it should be possible to create an UVID in the strategic phase of a voyage,
which means without knowing the first port and the next ones. Preferably other
information regarding crew and cargo should be matched and recognized with the
UVID. The UPCID should be automatically connected to the UVID. There exist no data
source for the creation of a port call. For the future the UVID from a ship approaching
a port should be used as a trigger for generating a port call and beginning with the port
operations.
A more clear and precise definition for a voyage should enable these connections.
Different types of vessels (e.g. container, research, bulk, ice breakers) have different
voyages and this should be taken into consideration. The spectrum of requirements on
such a crucial and central information object is very heterogeneous. A further
specification and division of the voyage into smaller and modular states could bring
better results in the efficient identification of a status and involve the UVID also in route
exchange between ships.
UVID Creation and Ownership
In the test bed the owner of the UVIDs will be the ECDIS suppliers but for the future
this has to be validated carefully. Not all ship owners would like to show to other parties
which ECDIS system they use or they want to be themselves the owner of the UVID,
which is not practicable due to the fact that the owner changes to often. Using the IMO
number is also not a good idea as some ships do not have it. In the very early strategic
phase of a voyage plan the IMO number is not set. The last use case of giving the
possibility to create a UVID without a ship is in conflict with the statement that only a
ship is able to create a UVID. It can be solved by answering the question: Who is the
owner of the UVID?
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8 Recommendations on Enlargements
8.1 Governance Services
During the STM Validation Project, certain governance services, i.e. as provided in the
core services of SeaSWIM were discussed between the partners: access
management, subscription and quality of service. Furthermore, the discussion around
a billing component formed the idea of rather discussing business models. Cyber
security aspects were discussed with partners, based on analysed vulnerabilities and
led to the input for chapter 8.3.
8.1.1 Access Management
“Within the management of information security, access management plays a key role
in the administration of the relationships between the accessing party (subjects that
can be human or non-human entities) and the information technology resources” (ISO
ISO/IEC 29146:201).
Resulting, the components of access management (AM) determine which services or
resources the user will be granted access to. In SeaSWIM, the resources are located
over distributed networks by collaborative arrangements across multiple organisations
Therefore the access needs to be managed effectively and with reasonable effort.
While the IR supports the identification and authentication of SeaSWIM clients, AM
depends on it and extends the functionality scoping to secure the process to access
data and information.
The AM is based on complex rules and role concepts, which are usually stored in a
database or access control list (ACL). To prevent unauthorized user access to data,
these rules and roles grant or prohibit the operations to be performed on a resource.
The definition of rules and roles may be freely defined or dependent on the
organisational structure.
8.1.1.1 Architectural deployment approaches for the AM

The components of access management prevent unauthorised accesses to resources
and therefore supports the security and privacy of SeaSWIM. The AM for SeaSWIM
must consider every component that uses the SeaSWIM infrastructure, prevent
unauthorised access to resources and guarantee permanent access. These tasks
result in architectural challenges for the deployment of the components for AM in the
SeaSWIM infrastructure. On this basis, a discussion takes place in the following
chapter.
Federated approach
A federated approach deploys the components for AM locally at the service to be
managed. This enables advantages for the service provider related to the flexibility and
control of the AM. The data and information are under control of the service provider
as well as the access management. In addition, every existent service provider will
already have access management which can be reused in the federated approach to
protect and log the use of data and as a basis for billing. In the federated approach
there is the risk of possible loss of interoperability between services when there is no
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common approach. As a result, it is necessary to have a harmonized way to guarantee
interoperability.
This can be provided by a set of guidelines which standardise the information
exchange related to AM between application services. The concept of Maritime
Resource Names (mrn) is such a concept, which follows a hierarchical structure with
decentralised organisation for identification. Nevertheless, sovereignty over the
implementation and management of the AM rests with the service provider. Ensuring
the compatibility of the federated AM components would be a governance task in the
context of STM. Since the requirements for the trust of the locally administered user
permission rights depend heavily on the service provider. STM could certify the security
mechanisms such as AM of a service provider and classify a service provider as trusted
if he meets the STM security requirements.
Centralised approach
A federated approach with locally deployed AM components results in a lower security
due to the lack of a central managing instance. A centralised approach for AM hosts
rules and roles for multiple services within the same central service component. The
centralised AM service provides interfaces to administrate users and access
operations based on granted or denied access rights. For this, the central AM enables
the functionality for setting the permissions for a SeaSWIM user and let a service
provider implement their own authorisation scheme.
Due to the centrality and resulting lower chance of faults in the implementation and/or
administration, such an AM approach is more secure than a federated one. For service
providers who cannot or do not want to provide an own solution for AM, a central
SeasWIM service for AM adds value due to the reduction of conceptual and
implementation related work. Since many requests for authorisation would arise, high
requirements considering the availability, reliability and data correctness would be
necessary for a central AM component. The MCP Identity Management is not sufficient
to support the STM access management requirements in a centralised way currently.
In the IR, a JSON Web Token (JWT) based access management is already
implemented, but the current implementation of the SSC uses certificates. A user can
have multiple roles and use numerous services with distinct roles. The current
implementation of the IR role structure is not sufficient to allow a flexible, extensible
role-and-group-hierarchy such as needed for AM in SeaSWIM.
Hybrid approach
Both the federated and centralised approach can be combined, as illustrated in Figure
12. In the first instance, a dedicated service for AM checks centrally if a user is allowed
to use a service. This central AM designed as a separate service to SeaSWIM registers
as any other service in the SR. This way application services can use it if they need. If
the service is not used by the stakeholders the service can simply be removed from
the SR, e.g. the stakeholders prefer to use their own AM. It can be implemented and
maintained by a dedicated operator providing the functionality for AM as a service or
by a service provider itself.
For the hybrid approach, the AM verifies the access request sent by the application
service and responds with the appropriate access information. It must be ensured in
advance that the user is authenticated. Following the general access check performed
by a central AM, service specific data access rights are checked by the application
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service on a federated basis. For this, the application service uses its own
implementation of an access management, for example based on a detailed Access
Control List (ACL). The local AM of every application service hosts and manages the
detailed information about access rights of users considering the data under control of
the service provider.

Figure 12: Hybrid solution to AM based on a combined federated and centralised approach
The hybrid approach of access management would also offer the advantage of
improving clarity through filter mechanisms. Services in the SR for which a user does
not have authorization can be hidden. Because of the central SR component, this is
only possible if there is also a certain centrality of the AM. Nonetheless, because of
the flexibility for service providers, it is necessary to provide services without the
SeaSWIM mechanisms for AM if they have their own AM.
8.1.1.2 Users, roles and permissions
There are basically two different levels of access control: functions and data. Based
on a set of permissions, the access to specific functionality of a service or data to be
consumed can be granted or declined. The provision of functionality may, for example,
take the form of a client calling a provided function. Based on data provided by the
client to the application service, a calculation and output are made in response.
Furthermore, the access can be restricted based on a differentiation of access types,
which in some cases might be combined. A possible differentiation aspect of the
access is the use of the data. The use may be for reading purposes only but may also
include further use and postprocessing of the data. For this purpose, it is customary,
for example, in the case of similar platform providers that the purpose is first explained
prior to an API / data release and, if applicable, an access authorization is carried out
on this basis. Therefore, the permission depends on the use case of the user and his
role.
Access defining criteria
During the architectural enlargement workshop, which took place at the STM
Workcamp in Tallinn from 02/27/2018 to 03/01/2018, the working group identified the
following access type defining criteria which can also be combined:
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•

User: A user is an authenticated entity to which access rights can be assigned. AM
identifies a user based on the organisation field of the Maritime Resource Identifier
(mrn) in the client certificate.

•

Role: A role is similar to a user but not a concrete instance, permission rules are
associated. A user can be associated with a role and inherits its permissions.

•

Use Case: Identifies the user, his group permissions and the corresponding use
case, e.g. functionality to be used.

The access based on an authorised permission extinguishes automatically after a
certain time. This period might be different depending on the type of data and the
aforementioned criteria. Role-based access control (RBAC) is a common approach to
restrict access to authorized users. Users are assigned roles with different rights. For
example, a role such as a “Consumer” can contain a “Read Only” right on specified
data of the application service. As a result, the user with role “Consumer” can only
access and execute “Read” functions on the specified data.
In the use case of PortCDM, each instance in a port is an information hub. This leads
to a complex distributed system consisting of individual information nodes and resulting
high challenges on harmonisation and administration of roles, users and permissions.
The information owner whitelists the information to be shared. In contrast to
blacklisting, this leads to a higher level of security because initially all data is
inaccessible. Partially restricting data would result in a complex network of restrictions
that need to be administrated. In the use case of the VIS, whitelisting also turned out
to be a more administrable and reliable way of managing access to data.
Role hierarchy & namespacing by using MRN
In many systems, access control is designed using a role hierarchy. This simplifies the
administration of the system. A role may thus inherit one from a parent role to further
specify the access rights contained herein. Here, the definition of the roles should be
as flexible as possible, so that this does not restrict the design of any SeaSWIM
services. Since the recommendation of the architecture enlargements is to use a hybrid
architectural approach for AM, the definition of the groups should also be decentralised
according to the respective application service and the underlying access rights. This
also supports the fact that the different roles per application service with different rights
increases the complexity for a central component. There will be no central service
component of SeaSWIM to manage AM and therefore the roles of the application
services.
Roles are bound to the own organisation and for the usage within the IR and not for
the usage of the application services. In addition to the roles, a user can get a set of
individual permissions. These permissions are also contained in the JWT token
provided by the IR. For roles and a data hierarchy, the concept of the Maritime
Resource Name (mrn) which is already established in the IR can be used. The mrn are
unique, decentralised, forward and backward compatible and flexible. The syntax of
the hierarchically structured mrn in STM is: “urn:mrn:stm” with following subnamespaces within STM, such as “org”, “vessel”, “voyage” or “portcdm” and concrete
instance data. The sub-namespaces are provided and managed by the organisation
identified by STM. Therefore, a component for AM must store the permissions related
to the associated mrn. By using this naming scheme for the unique identification, the
inherent permission rights of the identified human or machine can be granted. These
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access rights can either be assigned individually for example by using an ID as
substring of the overall mrn, or based on the hierarchy for roles, organisations, etc.

8.1.2 Subscription
After authentication, most of the communication in SeaSWIM takes place between the
service consumer and the requested application service (Figure 13). This
communication often uses a Client/Server model. Following the Client/Server model,
a Client is always the initiator of a transaction. This means particularly that a service
user (client) sends a request for information to another service which creates a
response and there is no possibility for the server to send data without the clients
request first. This results in a service user having to send a new request to the service
each time to receive e.g. updated weather information, instead of getting an automated
push notification if the weather conditions change. A technique called long polling tries
to close this gap. Long polling means, that a client sends a new request after getting a
response from the server. The server holds the connection and sends new information
once available. Long polling is no suitable solution for the STM environment in the long
term. It is not yet known how much clients will be using a service or how to handle a
connection loss offshore.5

Figure 13: Communication links in SeaSWIM
The Publish/Subscribe pattern closes this gap by enabling asynchronous
communication. Instead of requesting information multiple times to get e.g. updated
weather information, a service consumer (subscriber) can subscribe to a service
(publisher). A publisher can expose its information via a multicast to all subscribers of
the service or filter a specific group of subscribers that have subscribed to a special
topic (Figure 14). In STM e. g. the current location of a vessel may be used as a
qualifier in a weather service, such that every subscribed service consumer gets
updated weather information based on its current geolocation. In a basic
implementation the Publish/Subscribe pattern does not include restrictions on

5

Varun, C.: WebSocket Essentials (2015)
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subscriptions. It can be considered as a kind of radio station where any subscriber can
listen.

Figure 14: Publish/Subscribe pattern6
Another common variant is to use a central application which is decoupled from a
specific publisher (Figure 15). This application, known as the broker is a message
handler. The broker handles the list of subscribers with their subscribed topics. It
receives messages from multiple publishers and forwards the messages to the
appropriate subscribers. The advantage of this method is that the publishers are
decoupled from their subscribers. This means, publishers and subscribers do not know
the addresses of each other. Only the broker knows the identities of subscribers and
publishers. Using multiple brokers that are connected to each other enables to build a
broker network. Due to scalability, single brokers in a broker network only know local
subscriptions and forward messages only to its direct neighbours.7

Figure 15: Publish/Subscribe to broker8

6

Greasidis, T.: jQuery Design Patterns (2016)
Yang, L.; Waluyo, A.; Ma, J.; Tan, L.; Srinivasan, B.: Mobile Intelligence (2010)
8
Greasidis, T.: jQuery Design Patterns (2016)
7
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8.1.2.1 Possible subscription methods in STM

Both patterns, with and without using a broker, mentioned previously can be used in
the SeaSWIM environment. In fact, some services like the Voyage Information Service
(VIS) are using these patterns already. A service consumer can subscribe to the VIS
as it provides an interface to subscribe to in the service specification. A service
consumer can use this interface to subscribe to the information provided by the
application service. The publishing application service is responsible for the
administration of the list of subscribers. From the service consumer´s point of view
there might be no difference between subscribing to a service or a broker.
By providing a broker service on the application service layer, it is possible to minimize
the implementation effort of the service consumer. A service consumer would be able
to subscribe to every publisher by subscribing to the broker service on different topics.
One or more topics could be used to fulfil the needs of every publisher and is then
responsible for handling the list of subscribers and forwarding the messages to them.
8.1.2.2 Messaging service

Due to the many participants of the STM project and the development of various
application services, the needs regarding subscription were discussed in multiple
Safari Sessions during the STM Work Camp in Tallinn (February 2018). The main
outcome of these sessions was that the subscription functionality of SeaSWIM should
consider different scenarios. In case of an emergency, it should be possible to prioritize
messages, so that a faster delivery is possible. It would also be necessary to be able
to use other communication channels beyond IP-based communication to transfer
urgent messages, in case one connection is not available. If it is necessary for a
recipient to receive a message, but he is not available at the time of sending, a queue
should be used to facilitate the delivery later. Another suggestion was that service
users should automatically subscribe to certain services when entering a particular
geographical area, or to provide a list of services that are also used by other service
users nearby. During the discussion, it was noted that in the case of a broker
component, publishers have no direct influence on which users subscribe to their data.
This leads to an increased risk of data loss/abuse and less control of the data owner.
To meet these additional requirements, the broker service addressed above acts as a
messaging service that focuses on message routing and passes management of the
list of subscribers to the publishers (Figure 16).

Figure 16: Central Messaging Component
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To subscribe to information of a service provider, the service consumer subscribes
directly to the desired application service on different topics, using the Central
Messaging Component (CMC) for transmitting the subscription or subscribe directly by
the service provider. The service provider can decide whether to send information to
the subscriber or not. Information will be send to the subscribers via the CMC. The
CMC is able to fulfil the needs regarding message queuing, prioritizing and locationbased transmission according to the STM user requirements discussed in Tallinn.
Since a constant IP connection at sea is not always possible, the CMC must provide
different communication options both for receiving messages and for sending
messages. This should include e.g. the Global Maritime Distress and Safety System
(GMDSS). Based on the used transfer method the CMC can fulfil different routing
schemes (Figure 17),

Figure 17: Message routing schemes9
•

Unicast: Sending a message to one subscriber.

•

Broadcast: Sending a message to all subscribers.

•

Multicast: Sending a message to a set of subscribers.

•

Geocast: Sending a message to subscribers in a geographical area.

ISO/IEC PRF 20922 provides a basic standard for publish-subscribe solutions, which
the CMC should consider. This standard also includes a suitable solution to queue
messages. To enable this functionality, the standard offers three different QoS-levels
for sending a message.10
Level 0. The lowest, the publisher will send out a message with no guarantee that the
message will arrive. Suitable for uncritical messages.
Level 1. At Quality of Service (QoS) level 1, it is ensured that the message is send out
and received by the subscriber at least once. Due to disconnections or missing
acknowledgments, messages may be delivered more than once.
Level 2. At the highest level 2, the broker guarantees that the message will be sent to
the subscriber exactly once. The reception is confirmed by the receiver.

9

http://images.slideplayer.com/25/8121919/slides/slide_10.jpg
IBM Redbooks: Building Real-time Mobile Solutions With Mqtt and IBM Messagesight (2014)

10
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8.1.2.3 Maritime Messaging Service as a reference implementation

Part of the Maritime Connectivity Platform (MCP) will be a Maritime Messaging Service
(MMS). As a core component of the MCP, the MMS is planned to be “an information
broker that intelligently exchanges information between communication systems
connected to the Maritime Connectivity Platform, considering the current geographical
position and communication links available to the recipient.”11 The MMS primarily
addresses ship-shore connectivity and will be based on internet connectivity.
Furthermore, the MMS will be able to offer different alternative communication through
dedicated gateways. “This way, a message, sent by one specific ship using
INMARSAT access to the MMS, may be received via a VSAT terminal on another ship,
an HF data connection on yet another ship, or a VTS operator on a DSL landline
internet connection”. The MMS will be able to deliver messages through different
communication channels to one or more receivers. It will also be possible to send
messages to maritime actors in a specific geographical are. Priorities for single
messages can be set, the MMS will then act “as a prioritized store-and forward queue
of messages”. “Through mechanisms of protocol level acknowledgements, the delivery
of information via the MMS can be quality assuring”.12
The MMS seems to be capable of providing the desired functionality. By delegating the
administration of subscribers to the service owner, they can decide if a subscriber is
authorized to get the requested data. The MMS enables message queuing,
prioritization and wide possibilities for data transmission via different channels with less
implementation afford by the service owner. The MMS serves as a reference
implementation for the messaging service discussed. The functionality provided by the
MMS can be implemented from any service provider which want to serve such a
messaging service by providing it via the service registry. In addition, it is possible to
integrate this messaging service directly to the application services.

8.1.3 Quality of Service
This section will define Quality of Service (QoS) within the STM context and provide a
possible solution for measuring quality aspects.
8.1.3.1 Definition of Quality of Service

The meaning of Quality of Service is interpreted differently and depends on the
inspected matter. A generalized interpretation describes QoS as “the collective effect
of service performance which determine the degree of satisfaction of a user of a
service”.13 Alternatively QoS is “a set of qualities related to the collective of one or more
objects”.14 IETF understands QoS as “a set of service requirements to be met by the
network while transporting a flow”.15 The ISO 25010 definition focuses on quality
11

http://maritimeconnectivity.net/
ENAV20-9.19: Maritime Cloud conceptual model (http://www.iala-aism.org/content/uploads/2017/03/IALA-Input-paperMaritime-Cloud-conceptual-model.pdf)
13
Nanda, S.; Balanchandran, K.; Kumar, S.: Adaption techniques in wireless packet data services, IEEE Commun. Mag. Vol38
(2000)
14
Cruz, R., Santhanam, V.: Optimal routing, link scheduling and power control in multi-hop wireless networks, Proc. IEEE
Infocom (2003)
15
RFC 2386
12
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models for software systems. Software systems in SeaSWIM are the application
services and the core components (SR and IR, SSC). ISO 25010 classifies software
quality in a structured set of attributes:
•

Functional Suitability: Functional completeness, functional correctness,
functional appropriateness

•

Performance Efficiency: Time behavior, resource utilization, capacity

•

Compatibility: Co-existence, interoperability

•

Usability: Appropriateness, recognizability, learnability, operability, user
error protection, user interface aesthetics, accessibility

•

Reliability: Maturity, availability, fault tolerance, recoverability

•

Security:
Conviviality,
accountability

•

Maintainability:
testability

•

Portability: Adaptability, installability, replaceability

integrity,

Modularity,

non-repudiation,

reusability,

analyzability,

authenticity,
modifiability,

According to these definitions, QoS deals with the different parts of a system, with a
focus on quality requirements, rather than functional requirements. SeaSWIM is
designed as a Service Oriented Architecture (SOA). When considering a SOA, not just
one definition can be used. For example, it is not possible to map the full range of
software quality attributes (QA) defined in ISO25010 to a SAO. The current services
within the Service Registry focus on machine to machine interaction, rather than
human to machine communication, so aspects like usability are not applicable. Other
aspects such as the necessary infrastructure are left out of this definition. Therefore, it
is necessary to not only take a specific definition into account, but rather to identify
appropriate quality attributes through the whole architecture including parts with
different definitions.
Figure 18 shows the communication within SeaSWIM between different services,
which is further described in the report D4.4.1 Prototype of selected SeaSWIM services
and communication infrastructure deployed. Considering the architecture of SeaSWIM,
three possible fields regarding QoS can be identified. QoS concerning the system´s
core components (SR and IR). QoS concerning the software systems on application
service level and QoS concerning the infrastructure of the environment. This includes:
1. Performance and availability of the core components.
2. Performance and availability of the infrastructure.
3. Performance, availability and quality of information of the application services.
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Figure 18: Communication within the SeaSWIM environment16
Measuring Quality of Service within such an architecture is accompanied with
challenges accessing necessary data. Due to the three abstraction layers that consists
within SeaSWIM, QoS does not address one overhaul system. It addresses the
SeaSWIM core components as well as a large number of application services. As a
result, quality attributes must be defined on different levels. Furthermore, this quality
attributes need to be monitored over all abstraction levels and it may be necessary to
interpret the results on a different manor. Considering a distributed infrastructure, the
monitoring of this QA can be difficult. Depending on the QA, a proper way of data
collection has to be used. In order to obtain this data, it is necessary for different people
such as service provider and service consumer to actively provision data or implement
interfaces for retrieval. As the number of services on the application service layer
increases, so does the effort required to measure QoS, due to the increased number
of participants and individual lines of communication. Tracking correct communication
and interactions between hundreds of different points becomes necessary to ensure
the same functionality.17
8.1.3.2 Quality of Service process

Before defining individual quality attributes, it is necessary to define a suitable quality
process. The aim of this process is to improve QoS by following five continuously
performed management processes. These are monitoring, reporting, predicting,
reviewing and maintaining:18
•

Monitoring of performance indicators by agreement between two parties.

•

The results achieved must be reported on a regular level.

•

While monitoring the performance it is necessary to predict future issues.

•

The performance indicators must be regularly reviewed and adjusted.

•

Depending on the outcome of the previous four processes, the used tools and
environment need to be maintained.

16

SeaSWIM Connector Service Specification (2016/11/17)
Ellingwood, Justin: Monitoring for Distributed and Microservice Deployments
18
Ishibashi, K.: Maintaining Quality of Service Based on ITIL-Based IT Service Management (2007)
17
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Figure 19 shows a process developed by the corporation Fujiitsu Ltd which is based
on the IT Infrastructure Library (ITIL) and follows the above management processes.
ITIL is a common collection of predefined processes, functions and roles of IT
infrastructure.

Figure 19: Service level management processes19
According to this process it necessary to determine a Service Level Agreement (SLA)
first. A SLA is a commitment between a service provider and a client to guarantee a
certain level of quality every service user can rely on. Contents of a SLA are a
description of the service and his desired performance level. This includes the QA
(Functional Suitability etc.). Quality attributes are not directly measurable. It is
necessary to specify them as so called quality metrics (QM). “A quality metric is a
quantitative measurement of the degree to which an item possesses a given quality
attribute” (E.g. Time behavior: Service response within 50 ms). 20 Furthermore the SLA
describes the monitoring / reporting process and defines time frames for response and
resolving times in case of an issue. Last, it should contain repercussions for service
provider if not fulfilling the agreement.21
After determining the SLA, it is mandatory to select tools which are capable of obtaining
and measuring the defined QM. Measuring this data is required to know if the goals of
a SLA have been met. This data can be distinct by different kinds of provision. Data
can be provided by the service provider, obtained from the service user, by e.g.
providing a rating system, or monitored by observing the service.22 23

19

Ishibashi, K.: Maintaining Quality of Service Based on ITIL-Based IT Service Management (2007)
Verma, D.: Service Level Agreements on IP Networks, IEEE. 92(9), (2004)
21
Burnstein, I.: Practical Software Testing: A Process‐Oriented Approach. Springer (2003)
22
Hilari, M.: Quality of Service (QoS) in SOA Systems (2009)
23
Zeng,L.; Lei, H.; Chang, H.: Monitoring the QoS for Web Services, Lecture Notes in
Computer Science, vol. 4749 (2007)
20
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While measuring the data, it is necessary to inform the service owner at least in case
the SLA agreements have not met the defined values by providing a report which
contains the collected measurements and violated agreements. By monitoring,
reporting and optimization of the SLA the outcome of this process leads to an increased
quality.
8.1.3.3 Quality attributes and metrics in STM

Table 1 shows the QA according to ISO25010 and a rating of the different QA within
the STM project. It concerns the SeaSWIM environment and the application services.
Quality Attributes

Rating for SeaSWIM environment/STM infrastructure

Functional Suitability

Important: Functional correctness
The STM system is intended to perform exactly what is provided,
e.g. a Route Optimization Service should determine the best
route on the basis of appropriate criteria (weather situation,
presence of pirates etc.)

Performance Efficiency

Compatibility

Important: Time behavior
Taking into account emergency situations, the response time of
services is important.
Important: Interoperability
Collaboration and cooperation of different, decentralized
components is an integral part of the project objectives.

Usability

Less important
Human-Machine-Interactions are not a main for the testbed
installations.

Reliability

Important: Maturity, Availability
The STM infrastructure must work stable and reliable, services
and modules should be accessible and mature

Security

Important: Authenticity
Data should only be readable by persons authorized to do so. In
the long term, security plays a more important role. Now for
testbed usage we assume that partners of the STM project have
access to the testbed infrastructure.

Maintainability

Less important
Whether the STM infrastructure is modular in design, reusable in
large or small parts does not play a major role during the STM
Validation project. The testability is to be regarded as important,
but the maintenance is not the focus currently.

Portability

Less important
The STM infrastructure is installed for testbed usage. In the long
run, a major rollout is certainly relevant, but currently, portability
plays a minor role.

Table 1: Quality attributes in SeaSWIM
Table 2 shows the identified metrics regarding the important quality attributes
mentioned above.
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Quality attributes

Rating for SeaSWIM environment/STM infrastructure

Functional Suitability

Important: Functional correctness
- Services must offer the interfaces and provide data via these
interfaces according to the documentation
- Services must provide correct data

Performance
Efficiency

Important: Time behavior
- At least services that are needed in emergency situations shall
respond in a reasonable time.

Compatibility

Important: Interoperability
- Services must be documented according to the guidelines and
provide the documented interfaces.

Reliability

Important: Maturity, Availability
- SR, IR and Services are up and running on a decent amount of
time
- Service user shall trust the received data in the testbed
environment

Security

Important: Authenticity
- Services and service consumer using the SeaSWIM connector
and certificates provided by the IR for the testbed usage.

Table 2: Identified metrics
8.1.3.4 SLA concept in SeaSWIM

The opportunities of what can be a service within the SR is open. Therefore a SLA
definition must concern different aspects to fit any means.24
- It must be extensible. The factors of interest may vary between services. A
usable QoS specification language must be modular and extensible.
- It should be XML based. This would allow integration within the already
existing documentation principles from the SR and holds advanced possibilities
such as standards and tool support for verification, translation and searching.
- It must allow more complex specifications than simple boundaries to
provide a way to define simple and complex agreements for different services.
- It must include failure and non-compliance semantics. It is important to be
able to make agreements about what happens under normal conditions, but it
is also important to define which actions need to be taken if a QoS agreement
is violated.
Different possible alternatives exist that fulfil the needs mentioned above. E.g. QoS
Modelling Language (QML) by Hewlett Packard or Web Service Level Agreement
(WSLA) language developed by IBM are only two examples.

24

http://digs.sourceforge.net/papers/qos.html
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Figure 20: Overview of the main concepts of WSLA25
An SLA in the WSLA language contains three sections. A section describing the
parties, a section containing one or more service definitions and a section defining the
parties’ obligations.26
-

Parties - describes the parties involved in the management of the Web Service.
This includes the signatory parties as well as the supporting parties that are
brought into the SLA to act on behalf of service provider or customer but cannot
be held liable on the grounds of this SLA. The relationship of a sponsored party
to their sponsor is not within the scope of this agreement.

-

Service Definitions - describe the services the WSLA is applied to. The service
definitions represent the common understanding of the contracting parties of
the structure of the service, in terms of operations and the service's parameters
and metrics that are the basis of the SLA. It also includes the specification of
the measurement of a service's metrics.

-

Obligations - define the service level that is guaranteed with respect to the SLA
Parameters defined in the service definition section. The promises to perform
actions under particular conditions are also represented in this part.

As there are already specifications that define a service in the SR, the WSLA concept
seems to include too much duplicated information. But it is possible to integrate
important parts of this concept (red square in Figure 20) into the specifications of the
SeaSWIM environment.
Services in the SR are represented by three different types of documentation. These
are a service specification, a technical design and a service instance description. On
the one hand, the service specification describes one dedicated service at logical level
in a technology-agnostic manner. On the other hand, the service technical design
describes the details about the actual realization of a specific service with a dedicated
25
26

IBM: Web Service Level Agreement (WSLA) Language Specification (2003)
IBM: Web Service Level Agreement (WSLA) Language Specification (2003)
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technology. It is possible to provide different technical designs, all being compliant with
the same service specification. It is also possible to provide one technical design that
conforms to several versions of the same service specification, for example, to allow
backward compatibility to older versions of a certain specification. A service
implementation (implemented according to a given technical design) may be deployed
at different locations by different service providers. These service specifications are
further described in the report D4.2.3 Handbook on usage of MCP as SeaSWIM
communication infrastructure to implement SeaSWIM-compliant maritime applications
and services.
To publish a service instance in the SR, at least an XML file must be created according
to certain specifications. By extending the given XML schemas with elements from the
WSLA concept makes it possible to define and record machine-readable guidelines.
<SLA>
<Expression>
<Or>
<Expression>
<Predicate

xsi:type="Less">

<SLAParameter>ResponseTime</SLAParameter>
<Value>0.5</Value>
</Predicate>
</Expression>
<Expression>
<Predicate
xsi:type="Greater">
<SLAParameter>TransactionRate</SLAParameter>
<Value>10000</Value>
</Predicate>
</Expression>
</Or>
</Expression>
<Action>
<Party>Service
owner</Party>
<Action>Notification</Action>
</Action>
</SLA>
Figure 21: XML SLA example using WSLA
Figure 21 shows a possible extension of the XML schemas. The node SLAParameter
contains a description of the metric. The predicate type node defines the boundaries
for the metric.
Predicate type can be:
-

Violation, if a metric would be violated.

-

Grater, if a value must be greater than x.
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-

Less, if a value must be lower than x.

-

Equal, if a value must be equal x.

-

GreaterEqual, if a value must be greater or equal x.

-

LessEqual, if a value must be lower or equal x.

-

True, if a metric must be true.

-

False, if a metric must be false.

It is possible to refer an action to the SLA which could be executed if an agreement is
violated (e.g. send a notification via email to a specific address).
8.1.3.5 Monitoring the application services and core services

Three methods were described in the section 8.1.3.2 to collect necessary data which
is based on the SLA. It is necessary to provide a system which can collect and evaluate
these data. Within SeaSWIM, this system can be a service on the application service
level or a core component.
As part of the STM project the partner OFFIS e.V. is working together with Carl von
Ossietzky University of Oldenburg on the development of a so-called Technical
Compliance Checker, which is henceforth called TCC. The TCC will be a service within
the SR itself and will check the services within the SR according to the existing
guidelines from STM and previous projects which is further described in the coming
report D4.3.4 Handbook on Sea SWIM-compliant implementation of maritime
applications and services.
The TCC is already able to check the service documentation within the SR according
to compliance aspects. A further development would be able to provide functionality to
monitor services and infrastructure aspects regarding QoS (Table 3).
Quality
attributes

SeaSWIM environment

Data collection through

Functional
Suitability

Application services as well as SR and IR
must offer the interfaces and provide data via
these
interfaces
according
to
the
documentation.

- Automated API checking
via the TCC.
Manual
check
by
persons.

Functional
Suitability

Application services as well as SR and IR - Automated API checking
must provide correct data.
via the TCC. (Difficult in
nondeterministic services).
Manual
check
by
persons.
- Rating system for
services.

Performance
Efficiency

Services that are necessary in emergency - Automated API checking
situations shall respond in a reasonable time. via the TCC. (Difficult in
nondeterministic services).
Manual
check
by
persons.
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Quality
attributes

SeaSWIM environment

Data collection through
- Rating
services.

system

for

Compatibility

Application services must be documented - Automated API checking
according to the guidelines and provide the via the TCC.
documented interfaces.
Manual
check
by
persons.

Reliability

Application services as well as SR and IR are - sending an automated
up and running on a decent amount of time.
ping to service endpoint
over time via the TCC.
sending
an
alive
message from service
endpoint to the TCC.

Reliability

Service user shall trust the received data.

Security

Application services as well as SR, IR and - sending an unsecure
service consumer using the SeaSWIM request to the service
connector and certificates provided by the IR. endpoint from the TCC.

- embed a rating feature for
services and send the
results to the TCC.
- mark services as checked
as long as they fulfil the
agreed parameter.

Table 3: Monitored QoS aspects
As described in Figure 18, the measurement of these QA leads to monitoring of the
application services, the core services and the SeaSWIM infrastructure.

8.2 Business Models
Commercializing SeaSWIM is regarded as one of the key factors to success. However,
much is still unknown of users’ real needs of the SeaSWIM framework. Since users
are payed to use the project artefacts it is difficult to derive their incentives and
intentions to use SeaSWIM after the STM project as it is currently implemented.
Actively promoting and understanding the needs of potential users outside the STM
Validation Project will be critical to ensure SeaSWIM provides commercial value.
MCP and other SeaSWIM components are so far an open source platform. There is
an understanding of the MCP as a vendor-neutral solution that complements the
existing market. Relevant business options need to be identified both for operators of
MCP key components and for providers of maritime services, such as e.g.:
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•

SR providers may be able to charge service provider fees for the registration of
services or the administration of service specifications. In addition, the search
for services by the end users can be subject to a fee.
• Providers of IR may charge fees from other organisations managing their
maritime identities there. Due to the federal approach of the IR, it is also possible
that the integration of additional IR instances into an existing infrastructure
generates economic added value.
• Charging fees require a Service Level Agreement (SLA) between service
provider and service consumer with some liability.
In Act4 an insider-outsider perspective was used to reflect on the future business
strategies for STM and its digital infrastructure. The internal perspective is gained
through drawing on archival data (e.g. project concept notes, previous STM reports)
as well as data collected through formal and informal discussions with project
stakeholders during the STM workcamp, 27 February- 1 March 2018 in Tallinn. The
outsider perspective was gained through running a workshop with external actors to
the project to investigate their existing needs and how STM can contribute to their
ongoing and future businesses. In the following we apply a business model perspective
on STM to reflect on the current and potential future governance strategies. The
business model is a logic for what value is created, how value is created, how value is
delivered, and how value is captured. Through a benchmarking process with other
industries and sectors, two potential business models for STM are identified and
discussed.
8.2.1 Current business model scenario
We have used Alexander Osterwalder’s business model canvas (Osterwalder and
Pigneur, 2010) consisting of nine interrelated components; value proposition, key
resources, key activities, key partnerships, customer segments, customer
relationships, distribution channels, cost structure, and revenue streams. Value
proposition deals with what value is created for the customers. The three
interconnected elements of key partners, key activities, and key resources explain how
value is created. This is also viewed as the backend of the business model which is
often not as much transparent as the front-end of the business model which is the
market-facing part including customer segments, customer relationships, and
distribution channels. These three also explain how value is delivered to customers.
Finally, cost structure and revenue streams together explain how value is captured and
shape the profit model of the firm or specific business. Figure 22 illustrates the
business model and shows some of the important questions that should be answered
when designing or developing business models.
Looking at the history of how STM has evolved, we have mapped the current scenario
into the business model canvas. As
Figure 23 illustrates, to this date STM has been mostly focused on value creation and
value proposition mechanisms. A lot of focus has been on designing services and
identifying the matching value proposition for different stakeholders. The main aim of
STM therefore has been to enable a service-based information exchange which is the
overarching value creation mechanism within the project.
Project partners during the validation phase form a strong block of key partners in the
canvas that have contributed to the realization of what value offerings STM can make
(e.g. Route optimization, enhanced monitoring, route cross check, etc.). Based on the
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value propositions conceptualized, key activities have been identified for different
stakeholders (e.g. providing a precise ETA and assuring the quality of services are two
of the key activities identified which are crucial for most if not all partners.) To be able
to offer the services conceptualized as value proposition, ‘data’ has been identified as
one central resource stream for STM. Financially though most resources involved in
STM to this date have been injected from the project funds, covering all generated
costs during the validation phase. Two main channels for delivering value are the
Service and Identity Registry.

Key partners

Key activities

Who are the key
partners?

What activities do our
value proposition,
distribution channel,
customer relationships
and revenue streams
require?

Which key resources
are we acquiring from
them?

Customer
relationships

Customer
segments

What customer
problems are we
solving?

What type of
relationships do we
have with each
customer segment and
how are we maintaining
them?

For whom are we
creating value?

Which customer
needs are we
satisfying?

Which key activities
do they perform?
What can partners do
better than you at
lower cost?

Value
proposition

Key resources
What resources do our
value proposition,
distribution channel,
customer relationships
and revenue streams
require?

What bundles of
products and services
are we offering to our
customers?

Who are our
prioritized customers
and why do we think
they are more
important?

Channels
What are our interfaces
with customers?
How are these
integrated?

Cost structure

Revenue streams

What are the most important costs inherent in the business model?

For what value do our customers have willingness to pay?

Which key resources and/or activities are driving our costs?

What models do we use to charge our customers today?

Is our business model cost-driven or value-driven?

How does each revenue model contribute to our total revenues?

Figure 22: Business model canvas. (Adapted from 27)
As the figure below illustrates, two core building blocks of the business model that
remain unconfigured are the target customer segments and revenue streams. Given
that value proposition has been designed in relation to those problems of the partners
that STM can potentially solve, some of today’s partners may act as future customers
once STM is launched in the market.
While configuration of customer segments and revenue streams has not been critical
during the concept validation phase, it is crucial for the survival of STM beyond the
validation phase and for scaling up the solutions in later stages. Therefore, it is
important to discuss how to transform STM from acting as a knowledge ecosystem (in
which partners brainstorm and use their expertise to generate new knowledge and
know-how) to a business ecosystem (where a network of stakeholders collaborate and
27

Osterwalder, A., & Pigneur, Y. (2010). Business model generation: a handbook for visionaries, game changers, and
challengers. John Wiley & Sons.
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integrate efforts to address the needs of an actual customer who in turn pays for the
goods or services provided)28.
It is worth emphasizing that business model design and development is proven to be
a dynamic learning process involving multiple shifts between conceptualization and
creation on the one side and experimentation and adaptation on the other side ( 29).
Therefore, while working with configuration of customer segments and revenue
streams, there might be a need to revisit the other building blocks (e.g. Value
proposition) to make sure that they still match the needs of the customer segments
and their willingness to pay. If not, further adaptations could be needed in the system
as a whole (e.g. introducing new value propositions such as cargo services, or new
activities, and channels).

Figure 23: STM business model canvas during the validation phase.
In the following we introduce and explain two potential business models for STM while
addressing how revenues can be generated within each model.

28

Clarysse, B., Wright, M., Bruneel, J., & Mahajan, A. (2014). Creating value in ecosystems: Crossing the chasm between
knowledge and business ecosystems. Research Policy, 43(7), 1164-1176.
29
Fallahi, S. (2017). “A process view of business model innovation”, PhD thesis, Chalmers University of Technology.
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8.2.2 Potential future business model scenarios
Through a benchmarking process with other industries and sectors, two business
model concepts were identified as feasible for the future of STM. The first model, the
matchmaking model, views STM as a platform for service providers and service
receivers to meet and connect. In the second model, the multi-sided model STM itself
offers certain services to potential customers as well. The two models are not mutually
exclusive and can be managed in parallel.
8.2.2.1 The matchmaking business model

In this model, the platform would be used mainly as a database of services and
identities, something similar to the concept of Yellow Pages. All services and service
providers will be registered on STM’s Service Registry and Identity Registry. Service
providers and service users will meet on this digital platform to negotiate their
exchange. The value proposition in this model is transactional and lies in the
matchmaking between the service provider and service user via STM (customer
segment A are the service providers and customer segment B are the service
receivers, as illustrated in Figure 24). Payment in exchange for the provided service is
set by the involved actors and each platform user pays a standard fee to the platform
organizer for using the platform. This fee can be set as fixed or can be fluid based on
the payment handling (e.g. x% of the price). The platform organizer increases the
security of the system by identity and quality verification processes. The compliance
checker for example can be one such process where exchanges are monitored for
quality and to make sure they are standardized.
One well-known example of matchmaking business model would be Airbnb. Airbnb is
a peer-to-peer accommodation rental company which brings together travellers in need
of a short-term accommodation and private owners willing to rent their properties.
Airbnb connects these buyers and sellers and provides insurance for the hosts.
Customers pay for the stay in full using a credit card or PayPal. Airbnb holds the money
until a day after guests check in, ensuring that they are not swindled out of their cash
and that the guests are treated well. In exchange, Airbnb takes a 3% cut from the renter
and a 6% to 12% cut from the traveller, depending on the property price.

Fee for using
the platform

STM

CUSTOMER A
Service provider

Data or
Service

Platform organizer
Fee for using
the platform

Payment

Receiver (Customer B)
and provider (Customer
A) get connected on STM
digital platform

CUSTOMER B
Service receiver

Figure 24: Illustration of a matchmaking business model for STM.
(Source: Business Model Zoo™)

This business model is perceived to be a good fit for STM as our study showed that
some potential customers perceived a risk in sharing their information on an open
platform and they favoured receiving customized services rather than standardized. As
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the platform organizer’s role is limited to being “the matchmaker” in this scenario and
itself does not provide any additional customized products or services, this type of
business model is scaled by growing the community of users. The scalability of the
business model is therefore relatively high, but the margins are potentially quite small
as the profit relies on volume.
8.2.2.2 The multi-sided business model

In this scenario STM identifies two different customer categories and itself delivers
customized services or solutions to each category (Figure 26). Each customer in return
makes a payment to the platform organizer for the service they have received. One
additional requirement in this business model is that customer B must get an additional
value from customer A’s usage that is orchestrated by the platform organizer.
Therefore, the value proposition in this business scenario is multi-dimensional: the
platform delivers independent value to customer A and B and orchestrates a positive
externality by the exchange between A and B. This business model therefore requires
that:
•

STM identifies a customer segment A with a need that can be addressed with a
service provided by the platform

•

The solution provided to customer A must generate additional value or benefit
to another customer segment (customer B)

•

Customer B should pay a fee for the costs of suppling service A to the platform
(perhaps in exchange of an additional service).

One example of this business model would be Waze from the navigation industry that
mobilizes location technology. The value proposition is through giving drivers real time
traffic information from a crowdsourced community of mobile phone users which is
translated in savings in time, and reduction of stress in drivers. Because Waze
calculates traffic flow in real time, drivers are notified of delays ahead in real time and
receive suggestions of alternative and quicker routes to avoid incidents and
congestion. Waze users are also information contributors by agreeing to give away
location privacy and providing their driving and location data. They can contribute by
actively sharing useful information such as nearby fuel stations, closed down roads, or
car accidents, or they can passively drive using the app, letting it collect intelligence as
they drive. Both scenarios lead to Waze not only collecting plenty of useful data for
companies in the advertising business, but also having the potential to collect very
specific, correct location-based data from willing customers. The business model
represented by Waze therefore connects three groups of people – (1) drivers who want
to receive navigation information such as routes and live traffic information; (2) a
community of drivers who use their mobile phones to capture live mapping information;
and, (3) advertisers who can pay to have their businesses show up on maps when
drivers are nearby.
Applying this scenario to the STM context, one can replace for instance divers with
ships and advertising companies with ports or cargo companies. By sharing real-time
traffic information and ETA, suggestions for new routes can be made to the ship to
avoid waiting times and incidents. Moreover, ports service providers or cargo handlers
can use the data generated through the community of users (ships in this case) to
selectively advertise for their services when there is a ship nearby their location.
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In this scenario usually, the platform starts with developing a service for one customer
group A that is provided for free but that is perceived as very valuable, and only when
this customer group becomes really large does the firm look for another group of
customers B to join and provide the revenues. This is a typical Facebook story which
can be also applied to STM as the platform has attracted a growing number of partners
during the validation phase (which has been for free) whom perceive STM services to
be valuable for their businesses.
While failure rates are very high for this business model, if successfully implemented
the profitability potential is perceived to be high, if network effects are strong and there
are low ongoing costs of facilitating positive externalities that result from exchange
between Customer groups A and B.

CUSTOMER A
STM
Platform organizer

By using Service A, Customer A creates an
additional value to Customer B access
through Service B.

CUSTOMER B

Figure 25: Illustration of a multi-sided business model for STM.
(Source: Business Model Zoo™)

8.3 Cyber Security Measures
8.3.1 Vulnerabilities and Open Issues
In the beginning of 2017, the deliverable D4.4.2 Report on Vulnerability Assessment
of SeaSWIM Services and Communication Infrastructure was written in Activity 4. Yet,
due to the timing of the report, the assessment was focussed on general concerns with
enabling information sharing in the maritime industry and on the test bed
implementations. Post-project considerations and methodical suggestions were made
based on respective international information security standards, such as ISO/IEC
27001 and ISO/IEC 27005.
The considerations reflect requirements for an information security management
system (ISMS) and information security risk management in a post-project phase of
Sea Traffic Management. Furthermore, the need for a governing organisation or
structure in a post-project phase was stressed, that establishes, implements, maintains
and continually improves the information security management system of Sea Traffic
Management.
Considerations of this report can be summarised as follows:
• Encryption: Data sent via SeaSWIM should be encrypted, and this is addressed
by using HTTPS/TLS.
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•
•
•

•

•

Authentication: User and system authentication will be on single factor
authentication.
Access Management: Access to data will be by Access Control List, backed up
by access token and/or a certificate.
Accounting and Auditing: There are logging possibilities, but it is not used in an
active manner to monitor and understand when/how something “disturbing” is
happening. When the system will be in production and online 24x7, automation
and/or live monitoring is needed.
Review: The accounting/review of the system is currently based on “peer
review” by its project members, a thoroughly review or Failure Mode Effect and
Criticality Analysis for the whole STM digital system is recommended. This will
also document what systems need to have redundancy or other support to
become resilient to issues such as attacks, loss of connection, human errors,
power blackouts etc.
Support: Regarding vessels capabilities for support, the system should be
robust and not a burden for the operators. A supportive system for users ashore
to allow 24x7 shipping operations.

There are other areas within identity management and cyber security that the Maritime
Cloud Development Team (MCDT) is discussing currently and for the future to provide
good standards and best practices. This includes the areas cryptography and privacy
as follows:
• Cryptography: One aim is to define standards for encryption and signing of
messages. Hereunder asymmetric and symmetric encryption, digital signatures,
message authentication codes (MAC), and key distribution. Deciding on
encryption algorithms and system architecture are especially important in
relation to bandwidth limitation and offline ships. For example, almost all
traditional message signing algorithms (RSA, DSA, ECDSA) uses at least 400
bits for a signature. But some never algorithms such as BLS (Boneh–LynnShacham) uses down to 200 bits for a secure signature. Other issues involve
offline ships that might have a hard time doing online verification of users and
other ships.
•

Privacy: With the increasing digitalization of the maritime industry privacy is
likely to play a bigger role. For example, many potential services are locationbased services. It might be necessary to setup guidelines in the way service
providers handle information about client’s position. The work on privacy in MCP
is mainly intended to result in various forms of recommendations.

8.3.2 Further Recommendations
Cyber security is an often-overlooked dimension in digital infrastructure initiatives. The
following recommendations are taken from the project study Robust Registries and
considered security in accordance with ISO 25010 as divided into authenticity,
confidentiality, integrity, accountability, and non-repudiation. The aim of the project
study, accomplished mid-2018, was to describe potential sustainable designs of
infrastructure in terms of functionality, business needs and governance, and cyber
security. The STM architecture was the starting point of the analysis. The project study
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has mainly concerned technical feasibility from an extended proof of concept
viewpoint. However, in order to secure a sustainable future for the maritime digital
infrastructure, additional demands from e.g. business or security perspectives might
very well place additional demands on the infrastructure.
In the following, we summarize the pros and cons with regard to different solutions for
the security sub-attributes authenticity, confidentiality, integrity, accountability, and
non-repudiation from the Robust Registries final report. This report includes further
information about technologies that can be used to increase the level of security, as
well as (positive and negative) consequences of using certain solutions (c.f. XIX).
8.3.2.1 Authenticity

Authenticity is the degree to which the identity of a subject or a resource can be proved
to be the one claimed. This means that provider and recipient of information in an
exchange are the ones they claim to be. In other case the data can be transmitted to
a wrong actor which can cause both monetary and safety issues, as shown in the two
following use cases:
Use Case 1 – monetary loss: If the authenticity of a system is low an unauthorized ship could
receive and accept a price offer intended for another ship, which in turn could lead to loss of
revenue for the terminal if the expected ship does not arrive. On the other hand, if an actor
pretending to be a terminal sends an offer that is accepted by a ship, the ship could schedule
unloading incorrectly causing delays and monetary problems for the shipping company.
Use Case 2 – safety threat: In a system with low authenticity an unauthorized ship with
malicious intent (e.g. a pirate ship) could gain access to the information about the rescue
mission and intercept the ship experiencing the emergency or send out a false distress call and
await ships that come to the rescue. Both scenarios could put crew and cargo in danger.

Authenticity is ensured using authentication, a process in which parties in an
information exchange provide each other with proof of their identity. In the context
described here information is transmitted between machines and to end users.
Machine to machine (M2M) authentication is an automatic process in which the
machines’ digital credentials are verified. Most commonly the credentials are
presented in form of certificates. Proof of authentication for end users consists of
something the user knows (e.g. password), has (e.g. smart card or a phone) and/or is
(e.g. fingerprint or retina pattern). These proofs can be used on their own (single-factor
authentication) or combined for increased level of security (two-factor authentication).
If no authenticity enhancing mechanisms are used anyone can pretend to be the
correct recipient or sender of any information. If the authenticity of a system is nonexistent, accountability and non-repudiation are impossible to achieve. However, there
are techniques for upholding other sub-attributes that also result in high level of
authenticity. Thus, depending on the design of a system the mechanisms described
above might be excluded while the authenticity of the system still can be upheld.
In the following, the pros and cons with regard to the different solutions for the security
sub-attribute authenticity are summarized.
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Certificates

Pros
•
•
•

Cons
High level of security based on formal
mathematical proofs.
Well-known way of authenticating
machines with many open source and
commercial applications.
Included in protocols such as TLS.

•
•

A trusted Central Authority (CA) must be
agreed upon by the actors.
Added costs associated to management
of public and private keys.

Shared Secret

Pros
•
•
•

Cons
Easy to use and implement.
No need for a Central Authority (CA) if
the keys are pre-shared between the
users.
If secrets are pre-shared and not
managed centrally the costs for use are
low.

•
•

Depending on the type of secret it might
be difficult to achieve high level of
authenticity (e.g. for passwords).
Difficulties with revoking compromised
secrets.

Known IP

Pros
•

Cons
Easy to use and implement.

•

Very easy to manipulate.

Single-factor authentication

Pros
•

•

•

Cons
Passwords
o Easy to use.
o Manu commercial and open
source solutions exist.
Card readers
o Many commercial solutions
exist.
o Higher security level than
passwords.
Biometric data
o Easy to use under right
conditions.
o Many commercial solutions
exist.
o High level of security since the
biometric data cannot be
provided by anyone else but the
intended user.

•
•

•

Passwords
o Easy to compromise.
Card readers
o Hardware costs.
o Possibility of device sharing can
lower authenticity.
o Recovery is difficult if the device
is used at sea.
Biometric data
o Hardware costs.
o Low usability under certain
conditions.
o Recovery is difficult if the device
is used at sea.
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Two-factor authentication

Pros
•
•

Cons
Difficult to breach due to multiple security
checks given that the factors are
selected wisely.
There are numerous commercial and
open source solutions at the market.

•

•

If specific hardware is required:
o Hardware costs.
o Recovery is difficult if the device
is used at sea.
Depending on the implementation the
usability can be lower than for singlefactor authentication.

One Time Passwords (OTP)

Pros
•

•

Cons
High level of security since the password
cannot be guessed by an attacker
without physical access to the OTP
device.
The user only has to remember one
password.

•

If specific hardware is required:
o Hardware costs.
o Recovery is difficult if the device
is used at sea.

Single Sign-on (SSO)

Pros
•
•
•

Cons
Usability is high since the user only has
to log in once to gain access to several
systems.
If the authentication is done properly by
the central domain all connected systems
benefit from it.
There are numerous commercial and
free-of-charge solutions at the market.

•

Breach in the central domain affects all
connected systems.

8.3.2.2 Confidentiality

Confidentiality is the degree to which a system ensures that information is accessible
only to those authorized to have access to it. To be able to know who is authorized an
authorization mechanism is needed.
For information in transit on open networks, for example on the Internet, confidentiality
can be ensured by encrypting the communication channel, the information sent, or
both.
Use Case 1 – monetary loss: If terminals’ price offers can be accessed by other actors than
those authorized to receive them those actors could gain unfair advantage in bidding. For
example, a terminal could get hold of another terminal’s offer and lower their prices to win the
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bid.
Use Case 2 – safety threat: If distress calls are accessed by unauthorized actors (with
malicious intent) crew or cargo can be endangered. This is the case today as the information is
broadcasted by radio and not difficult to gain access to for unauthorized actors.

Encryption of the communication channel prevents man-in-the-middle attacks where
information can be accessed and/or modified while in transfer. Encryption of data sent
between two parties ensures that even if an attacker gains access to the data being
sent they will not be able to understand the content since the content encrypted by the
sender only can be decrypted by the intended recipient.
Nevertheless, information at rest must also be protected in a system.
In the following, the pros and cons with regard to the different solutions of the security
sub-attribute confidentiality are summarized.
Transport Layer Security (TLS)

Pros
•

Cons
High levels of authenticity, confidentiality,
and integrity can be achieved given
direct communication between the
sender and the receiver.

•
•
•

Costs of implementation, administration
and configuration are high.
Central Authority (CA) is required if
certificates are used in the handshake
procedure.
There is a human factor risk since twoway TLS requires that the clients store
their private keys properly.

Virtual Private Networks (VPN)

Pros
•
•

Cons
High levels of authenticity, confidentiality,
and integrity can be achieved.
There are numerous commercial and
free-of-charge solutions at the market (in
this context a commercial solution should
be used as there often are restrictions to
the free ones).

•
•
•

Costs of implementation, administration
and configuration are high.
Central Authority (CA) for certificate
handing needs to be agreed upon.
Low level of usability.

Pretty Good Privacy (PGP)

Pros
•

Cons
There are several commercial and freeof-charge implementations.

•
•
•

Difficult to comprehend for the end users.
Both parties have to use the same
version of PGP software in order to avoid
interoperability issues.
Lack of forward secrecy.
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Depending on the lifetime expectancy of the system combined with value and
sensitivity of the information being transmitted, protecting it from attackers that use
quantum computers might be of interest. Developers of systems that are expected to
keep secrets for more than five to ten years must consider this. There are initiatives
that aim at addressing this issue, for example US standardization institute NIST has
started a process to standardize a quantum-resistant public-key cryptography
algorithm30.
8.3.2.3 Integrity

Integrity is the degree to which a system, product or component prevents modification
and assures correctness of computer programs or data. High integrity is important in
systems where valuable data is shared since the value is preserved only for as long
as the data is correct.
Use Case 1 – monetary loss: If a price offer from a terminal is manipulated by an actor with
malicious intent, and it reaches the intended recipient (a ship) it could lead to agreements based
on incorrect input. For example, a high price offer might lead the ship to reject the offer, and a
low price offer might lead to a loss of revenue for the terminal if the deal is accepted.
Use Case 2 – safety threat: Distress calls in which data is tampered might lead to diversion of
rescue mission’s resources to wrong coordinates leading to prolonged rescue mission and
thereby possible loss of lives and/or cargo.

Assuming that the data is transmitted directly between the initial sender and the end
recipient via secured channels, no additional integrity control simply means that the
level of integrity is equal to that provided by mechanism used to protect the channel.
However, if data brokers/aggregators are used the data can be manipulated by them
in the middle step meaning that the intended receiver cannot rely on its integrity.
Error detection codes are used to detect errors in communication introduced by noise
or tampering. The codes consist of hashes or checksums based on and added to the
message that is being transmitted. However, if transmitted over unsecured networks
these are of little use since an attacker can change the error detection code at the
same time the message is changed.
Digitally signed data is a strong form of integrity protection and is described in the NIST
DSS standard31. Data recipients can cryptographically verify not only that the data is
untampered but also which actor the message originates from.
In a system which uses digital signatures a Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) solution is
needed to create, manage, distribute, store and revoke public keys. The end users can
thereby access public keys of other users to encrypt and decrypt information sent to/by
them.
In the following, the pros and cons with regard to the different solutions of the security
sub-attribute integrity are summarized.
30

https://csrc.nist.gov/Projects/Post-Quantum-Cryptography

31

https://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/FIPS/NIST.FIPS.186-4.pdf#page=62
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Cryptographic Hash Functions

Pros
•
•

Cons
It is easy to compute the hash value.
It is difficult to derive a message that has
a specific hash value.

•

Weaker integrity protection than in
HMAC and Digitally signed data (see
below).

Hash based Message Authentication Codes (HMAC)

Pros
•
•

Cons
Better
integrity
protection
than
Cryptographic Hash Functions.
If implemented properly both integrity
and authenticity are ensured.

•
•
•

Increased amount of data is transmitted.
Shared secret needs to be distributed or
agreed upon.
Weaker integrity protection than digital
signatures.

Digitally signed data

Pros
•
•

Cons
Strong integrity protection.
Non-repudiation mechanism is built in.

•
•

A trusted Central Authority (CA) must be
agreed upon by the actors if certificates
are used.
PKI infrastructure has to be properly
updated, in particular with regard to
revocation.

8.3.2.4 Non-repudiation

Non-repudiation (legal concept) is the degree to which actions or events can be proven
to have taken place, so that the events or actions cannot be repudiated later. For this
purpose, the origin of the data has to be known, and its integrity ensured.
Use Case 1 – monetary loss: If an agreement between a ship and a terminal based on exchange of
certain information (e.g. correct information about the price offer and the acceptance of that offer) cannot
be proven to have happened it is possible for this agreement to be repudiated by any of the two parties.
For example, a ship might later want to accept a better offer made by another terminal claiming that the
first agreement was never made.
Use Case 2 – safety threat: Ships are bound to respond to rescue mission requests, however going out
of their way is not always in their interest, thus they might wish to disguise the fact that they have received
the request. Also, when accidents happen the ships can be subjects of legal actions if the accident was
caused by a diversion from their routes. For example, their insurance might not cover the cargo loss in
that case. Thus, disguising the fact that they got route information that they did not follow could solve
their legal problems.

Digital signatures have for a long time been successfully used for non-repudiation
purposes in contexts were highly valuable information is handled, for example in
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electronic banking. Secure signing of transactions and loan applications can thereby
be done securely less costly (since it requires less staff involvement) and in real-time
manner. If the sensitive data does not have to be transmitted in real time, or if it is
classified in a way that does not allow it to be distributed electronically, physical
signatures can be used.
No non-repudiation mechanism means that there are no ways for the actors in the
ecosystem to legally hold each other responsible for their actions.
In the following, the pros and cons with regard to the different solutions of the security
sub-attribute non-repudiation are summarized.
Digital signatures

Pros
•
•
•

Cons
Real-time properties.
Reduced staff costs compared to
handling of physically signed documents.
Numerous commercial and open source
solutions exist.

•
•

PKI infrastructure has to be properly
updated, in particular with regard to
revocation.
A trusted Central Authority (CA) must be
agreed upon by the actors.

Physical signatures

Pros
•
•

Cons
Low cost of implementation since this
solution is already being used for some
of the transactions in the ecosystem.
No need for technical interoperability.

•
•

Lack of real-time behavior.
Increased staff costs.

8.3.2.5 Accountability

Accountability (technical concept) is the degree to which the actions of an entity can
be traced uniquely to that entity. For systems in which sensitive and valuable
information is shared it is important that it is possible for users to be held responsible
for their actions.
Use Case 1 – monetary loss: If a crew member manages to infect the ship with malicious code
(e.g. by inserting an USB-stick in its computer) it could lead to unintended changes in the ship’s
communication (e.g. unintentionally accepting a price offer). This can lead to monetary loss that
has to be accepted by the ship since they have broken the security protocols that the shipping
company requires.
Use Case 2 – safety threat: If a search and rescue service gets infected by malicious code it
could lead to muting of certain messages, false replies to them, or sending of information to
unauthorized actors. If it appears as if MRCC has replied to a request and has launched a
rescue mission the ship that needs rescuing might not contact other actors, leading to loss of
lives and cargo.
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High accountability means that unique identities have to exist in the ecosystem, that
the level of authenticity is high, and that information about events is logged in a proper
manner (including where they originated). Digital logging should be automated,
otherwise the logs can be affected by the actors writing the entries. Further, since logs
can be subjects of tampering, functionality for both detection and prevention of
tampering should be implemented.
Further, the granularity of actor identities has to be pre-defined based on the purpose
of logging and related to authentication. For example, diversions from a pre-defined
route might need to be tracked to the individual who made the decision, while it might
be enough for distress calls to be traced to a specific ship.
Digital logging – processual trust

Pros
•
•
•

Cons
There is no need for a Central Authority.
High level of accountability.
No single actor in the ecosystem can
modify the entries.

•

Rules on for example forking have to be
agreed upon.

Digital logging – institutional trust

Pros
•
•
•

Cons
Well known approach to logging.
Numerous commercial techniques are
available.
If the central institution can be trusted the
solution has high level of accountability.

•
•

One central institution needs to be
agreed upon.
Digital signing of log entries (in order to
protect them from tampering) might
decrease the performance of the system.

Physical logging

Pros
•

Cons
Actors are familiar with the procedure.

•

Long lead time.
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9 Outlook on Governance of MCP/SeaSWIM
There are many initiatives to use information effectively in the maritime domain. IMO
and IALA’s e-navigation initiatives are only the tip of the iceberg of activities. Another
example of the utilization of available data comes from commercial actors, who begin
to offer their customers sophisticated information services (i.e. ClassNK’s ShipDC,
Transas’ Thesis and Kongsberg’s Kognifai). Between all these initiatives and platforms
is Sea Traffic Management (STM) and its Sea System Wide Information Management
(SeaSWIM) environment. By defining a standardized vocabulary and standardized
interfaces, which defines the possible patterns of communication, SeaSWIM can
enable interoperable communication between all maritime stakeholders whose
communication is covered by the specified ontology. However, whether or not
SeaSWIM is successful or not ultimately comes down to how successfully it can be
governed to suit the needs of its intended users.

Figure 26: SeaSWIM’s scope marked in grey and examples of decisions taken thus far to
facilitate technical interoperability.
Everything is governed. It can be done more or less actively, consistently and
intentionally but a choice is always made. Governing SeaSWIM means taking actions
to fulfil its defining goal; to enable interoperable and secure data and information
sharing in the maritime domain. There are several aspects to governance. In fact, all
activities that effectively achieves the SeaSWIM goal can be considered. Priorities are
made to match the maturing operational demands with the resources available. This
also includes planning for the future where the digital infrastructure has to become less
reliant on project funding as explained in the business-model in chapter 8.2.
A maturing market means that stakeholders adapt to the new opportunities as their
needs and demands develop as they explore new ways of creating value. This chapter,
therefore, provides a snapshot of activities that have shaped SeaSWIM and discusses
future development paths.
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9.1 Interoperability
The importance of the interoperability goal of SeaSWIM has been guiding the
development and priorities from the start of the project. Over multiple workshops and
meetings the interoperability goal has been emphasized Members saw interoperability
as providing the most value.
Progress towards the allusive interconnectivity target has revolved around aspects of
standardization. Maintaining standards, which includes fixing current issues and
adopting new standards, is critical for interoperability and the usefulness of
communicated information. Even though SeaSWIM might not develop the necessary
standards the work of mapping different domains terminologies will be unique to the
STM scope and falls under its governance. To involve the STM stakeholders, gain
acceptance and make standard maintenance transparent SeaSWIM have to describe
the adoption process. Standards in this context includes both the data standards
(defining accepted terminology) and the accepted communication terminology, which
includes error messages and is defined in the interface specification. The SeaSWIM
activity has developed a fundamental information model to cover current adopted
standards and ontology needs. The information-model work will inform a draft of a
process description, which would have to be tested and developed after the STM
project based on stakeholder input. Based on previous experience this is quite a
complex activity where many stakeholders need to agree on minute details in
terminology and their relations.
The management of standardization elements has been an ongoing activity throughout
STM and its preceding projects. Through the projects a guiding principle for the
partners has been to “compete on solutions and cooperate on standards.” The
MONALISA 2.0 project successfully established an international standard for a data
format for ships’ voyage plans, called the RTZ format, as part of the ECDIS standard
adopted by the International Electrotechnical Commission, IEC. In the STM Validation
Project, a standard for exchange of timestamps has been elaborated, called the Port
Call Message Format. This standard is in the process of being adopted by IALA as an
S-200 product specification under the IHO umbrella described above. Furthermore, the
RTZ format is presently undergoing revision in the IEC, with input from the STM
Validation Project, with the aim of being engrafted in the S-400 family of IHO product
specifications.
An important lesson learned in the STM Validation Project, is that interoperability in
exchange of information is not only about agreeing on data formats. Also technical
interfaces between systems need to be agreed upon and implemented equally across
the industry. The STM Validation Project, in collaboration with the SMART Navigation
project of the Republic of Korea, is presently working towards both IALA and IEC to
outline the needs to establish international standards also on this level.
There is no shortage of potential standards to use and adjacent industry sectors to
connect with. To adopt additions or new standards, the simple process that has formed
over the project is to start discussion groups around potential alignment and overlap
issues and at the same time feed international standardization bodies the standard
drafts. Actively establishing globally recognized standards makes it a safer bet for
stakeholders, which have limited time and resources to adopt multiple competing
solutions. The adoption and testing of proposed standards should be done in
increments. This helps to evaluate its value and support further integration work.
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Some of the current complementary needs for standards are, for example, agreements
of what the receiver of information is allowed to do with the information provided also
need to be standardized. The number of different data licenses and their potential
restrictions for use might brake interoperability. Open data licenses might have
adverse effects on the type of information that is made available through SeaSWIM,
however, it could be a place to start. Another related example is contractual
arrangements and billing information, which can also be expressed in multiple ways.
This means that even though the technical meaning of a message might be the same
over all providers their preference on how to market their information could require
individual development efforts. To mitigate this, a common set of billing practices and
related set of information have to be defined and maintained within the governed
SeaSWIM framework.

Figure 27 To achieve interoperability between systems, data formats as well as technical
interfaces need to be standardized.
These ongoing processes clearly show how standardization is a constantly ongoing
and iterative process, where new input needs to be managed in a collaborative manner
gaining and re-gaining support from system suppliers and other stakeholders. Actually,
the process of adopting and maintaining the standards is arguably more important than
adopted standards themselves. A very positive side effect of the MONALISA 2.0 and
STM Validation Projects is the broad and vigilant network of maritime industry,
authorities and institutes which can facilitate standardization work and provide valuable
input to international organizations.
Going further, the model for governing standards is likely to differentiate between more
stable standards (only a few changes yearly) and more operational and services
related ones, which need more frequent updates. Similar standard management
models are successfully used in, for example, the Open Geospatial Consortium and
the SESAR project.
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9.2 The SeaSWIM Shift
STM and SeaSWIM enables a range of services by providing a framework for
interoperable and secure information sharing. However, adopting SeaSWIM also has
challenges that have to be acknowledged and managed. STM and SeaSWIM
represents one way to slice the transportation chain. Even though STM’s deliberate
scope is to include the voyage and port processes there are many alternative
stakeholders and data sources that might be beneficial to this port-to-port focus. While
the direct customers (ships and ports) are estimated at around 30.000, the indirect
potential customers are measured in millions.
Aside from specifying a limited set of standards and compliance tests, some efforts
have been made to limit the connection costs during the STM project. In the STM
Validation Project, in order to lower entry barriers, the Swedish Maritime Administration
has set up a cloud-based service with the Voyage Information Service (VIS) and
SeaSWIM Connector as a service. This simplifies the adoption of proprietary systems
for interoperability of voyage plans, timestamps for port calls, area and text messages.
These services are highly valued and used by several project partners. After the STM
Validation Project, either these partners need to incorporate the VIS and SSC solutions
into their software platforms, or the services are maintained and offered either within
other projects or as commercial services. More focus on the connection costs is
warranted. Providing support to match current data formats to the STM accepted ones
and offering minimal hardware to facilitate SeaSWIM integration are two alternative
ways that should be evaluated.
Adopting SeaSWIM and especially the notion of machine to machine communication
and utilization of information can affect current business practices. Today’s long-term
individual contracts negative impact on interoperability is already covered, however, it
is not clear how the shift to a more automated way of doing business can be done. The
business model exploration detailed in chapter 8.2 presents some alternatives to
include revenue models.
Changing from current and future practices also has legal impacts. Not sharing
information benefits lawyers in legal proceedings since they can build a strong case
for their clients. In all cases, clients are asked to share nothing by their legal
counsellors. In an environment where information is widely shared it is much more
difficult to contain information that has spread to more parties. In order to lower this
legal obstacle to share information it could be beneficial to have licenses that cover the
destruction of certain data, limits its spreading or how its storage should be encrypted.

9.3 Alignment Efforts
Stakeholders with limited resources are unwilling to take chances with unproven
solutions. Collaboration with other initiatives is key to build confidence in the platform.
One example is the alliance established with the Maritime Connectivity Platform
(MCP), which is a concept developed within several EU-projects and provides a
solution for service discoverability, consumption and provision for the maritime domain.
Furthermore, it supports authentication of maritime stakeholders to enable trustbuilding in information exchange. Fulfilling the basic functional requirements, the most
prominent feature of the MCP, especially in a governance context, is its uptake and
affiliation with key international maritime organizations (e.g. IALA, CIRM, IMO).
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In the EfficienSea2 Project (2016-2018), funded through the Horizon2020 programme,
pilot implementations of MCP Service Registry (SR) and Identity Registry (IR) were
established on a Technology Readiness Level 7 (TRL 7), i.e. as system prototype
demonstration in an operational environment (see chapter 4.3).
Going further it is vital that several instances of Identity and Service Registries are
distributed among different regions in the world. As STM uses MCP as the foundation
of identity and access management, it is necessary to establish STM-specific
European-based instances of registries and take on responsibility for the further
development and maturing of these components, in collaboration with other large enavigations projects which are also relying on MCP, specifically the SMART Navigation
project in the Republic of Korea and a corresponding initiative in China.
Therefore, several involved organisations initiated the building of the forum MCDF,
dedicated to the development of MCP through coordination of various initiatives
(projects). Now at the end of the STM Validation Project, the building of a MCC/MC
Consortium has been started, in which the partners of the MCDF join/are transferred
to. In addition to the ongoing technical development, documentation and provision of
reference architectures and implementations for the use of MCP, the MCC's task is to
cooperate with standardization bodies and coordinate with national and international
institutions such as IALA, BIMCO, IHO and others (c.f.XVII)
As a short to medium (and possibly even long) term solution, the existing members of
the MCDF have agreed to pursue the establishment of a consortium for the future
development of the MCP. The consortium is envisioned to be formed with the W3C as
a model.
In line with the W3C, the MCP consortium (MCC) would consist of a small number of
non-profit “host organisations” and a (potentially) large number of regular members.
The host organisations would have certain decisive powers / privileges. The purpose
for this would be to assure the MCP would be free from commercial interests and be
equal for all to use.
It is not the intention that the MCC will operate any operational MCP instances. It is
envisioned that the core responsibilities of the MCC will include:
• Developing and maintaining the standards associated with the MCP.
• Developing and maintaining the open source software for the MCP as a
reference implementation.
• Operate a test instance of the MCP for testing and validation purposes.
• Certify organisations to run operational MCP instances.
• Host root certificate for MCP PKI infrastructure.
• Collaborate closely with important stakeholders / international organisations.
Much of the work of the MCC will be done in working groups. Working groups could
consist of participant from host organisations, regular members and even external
experts.
Besides this an industry driven partnership has joined forces for a European instance
of the MCP´s SR/IR, which includes the following partners:
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Forming of this industry initiative is currently discussed between partners lead by
Combitech. It is the intention to have a member-owned organization aimed at the
common digital maritime infrastructure.
Another relation that is important to develop is with the eDelivery initiative within
Connecting Europe Facility (CEF) of the European Commission. CEF is a funding
instrument that will contribute to the completion of the European Digital Single Market.
It funds Commission projects to digitize key sectors under the condition that they use
CEF building blocks and Member States to participate in the sectorial projects. It also
funds the use of building blocks in these sectors by the Commission and in the Member
States. The CEF building blocks are a collection of specifications, software and
services structured in a service offering that can be reused in any European project to
facilitate the delivery of digital public services across borders. In this context, the MCP
is also an example where CEF building blocks can be re-used, where the MCP Service
Registry can become a Service Metadata Publisher and the MCP Identity Registry can
form a Trust Circle sharing a common root certificate.

Figure 28: Example of projects covered in the CEF eDelivery and its flexibility towards new
initiatives
The CEF dynamic discovery model and trust circles is a great extension to the
developing STM platform. The discovery model is perfectly aligned with the notion of
distributed publishing of metadata, while the trust circles support a similar public key
infrastructure as promoted by the MCP based SeaSWIM.

9.4 Important Regular Activities
Ongoing concrete activities that brings value to users and support continued use of the
SeaSWIM platform are a good indicator the type of work needed to sustain the
development. These activities and support functions is a core part of the technical
governance.
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Biweekly developer forum meetings online and integration workshops
The STM Validation Project has seen a massive system development effort by many
involved partners, where existing commercial products have been adapted for
interoperable information exchange. In this process, biweekly online interactive
conferences have addressed various practical issues on a technical level. These
meetings have been greatly appreciated and typically gathered over 30 participants. A
landmark event in the project was the integration workshop held in Oslo, Norway in
March 2017. More than 50 IT specialists gathered to address last remaining issues
and verify interoperability in successfully exchanging information over the STM
infrastructure. These work formats which offer the collective competence of the
partnership in creating solutions and solving problems have proven to be a key enabler
for realization of STM.

Figure 29 IT specialists from Finland, Denmark, Sweden and Spain proving
interoperability between systems, at Oslo integration workshop March 2017.
Developer forum repository on the internet
For system developers in the STM partnership, open source software has significantly
lowered barriers in becoming STM compliant and interoperable. The project has set
up a repository on the project website where code examples have been made readily
available, together with all format standards and other specifications needed during
system development. The STM repository represents a significant accumulated value
and should be sustained beyond the STM Validation Project for the benefit of STM
developers.
Development support by specialist STM architects
Throughout the STM Validation Project, specialist STM architects from the Swedish
Maritime Administration, RISE Viktoria and CIMNE have supported other partners in
system development, particularly in IT integration between systems and
implementation of the standardized STM artifacts into proprietary systems. This
competence pool has lowered entrance barriers and leveraged development work
among industry partners. It is vital that the specialist competence built up in the STM
Validation Project is maintained and made available also in the further development of
STM.
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Figure 30 The developer forum repository on the STM website represents a significant
accumulated STM knowledge
Test procedures and tools, test cases and compliance checking
The STM Validation Project includes procurement of STM compliant onboard
functionality for around 300 ships, directed towards ECDIS systems. The procurement
has been made by the Swedish Maritime Administration as a part of its project
undertaking, and the contractual arrangements with system suppliers have induced a
need for thorough system acceptance procedures. Clear test cases, as well as
procedures for Factory Acceptance Tests and Site Acceptance Tests, all
commonplace instruments in regular IT procurement, have been designed and used.
Interestingly, these procedures have also proven useful in testing of systems not under
contract by procurement. They have been used on several occasions to verify
interoperability and STM compliance of different STM partners’ systems.
Furthermore, STM partner OFFIS has developed a compliance checker software,
making it possible to verify the compliance with relevant standards and data formats in
an automated manner (c.f. chapter 6). Within the STM Validation Project, an automated
procedure and service for test and verification of functionality in the production
environment has been established. It verifies the functional chains of exchange of
payloads, the registration in the Service Registry and the usage of certificates for
authentication. These procedures and tools are ready to be employed also beyond the
STM Validation Project.
In addition to this, a mobile bridge with a simulation environment has been built up by
OFFIS/University of Oldenburg to drive end-to-end testing and compliance testing for
ECDIS manufacturers. Different from Act3/EMSN, the eMIR demonstrator does not
look at end-user scenarios from an end-user perspective. But it has been used to
demonstrate the integrated services from Act4, the services from Voyage
Management/Act2, PortCDM/Act1 and further STM service providers. The eMIR
integration tests are a setup to allow the validation of several aspects in a controlled
environment. Around 40 test cases in various scenarios have been executed to
examine the compatibility and interoperability of the mentioned systems (c.f. D4.3.4).
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10 Summary of Recommendations and Open Issues
In joint workshops and talks with Act1/PortCDM and Act2/Voyage Management,
including service providers, the most important functionalities of SeaSWIM were
defined. The functionalities directly involved with the operational test bed were
implemented and are described in this report. Yet, throughout the integration and
validation phases, the original list of functionalities has been continuously discussed
and we here represent a summary of recommendations and open issues regarding
SeaSWIM functionalities.
In STM Validation Project, leading system suppliers of onboard navigation systems
(ECDIS), Vessel Traffic Service (VTS) systems, maritime service providers and
authorities have joined forces to achieve interoperability when exchanging ship’s
voyage plans, time-stamps such as estimated times of arrival (ETA) to ports and
navigational warnings. To allow interoperability and enable the communication in STM,
we ensured that the entry barriers to develop, produce and consume data and
information in the SeaSWIM environment should be as low as possible, while still
remaining secure. The SeaSWIM services, their principles and procedures described
in this deliverable, were implemented for this purpose – either to assist developers by
instantiating generic functionality that is needed by most services in the
SeaSWIM/MCP environment, by providing standardized interfaces or by providing
reference services according to the SeaSWIM specification.
However, standardization is a constantly ongoing and iterative process, where new
input needs to be managed in a collaborative manner gaining and re-gaining support
from system suppliers and other stakeholders. When looking at the principles and
procedures of MCP, SSC and TCC as well as STM identifiers we also see a need for
a continuous process of adopting, maintaining and further developing these principles
and procedures of SeaSWIM in order to achieve a common and useful digital maritime
infrastructure. Basically, STM Validation Project laid the foundations for this and needs
to be further developed by joint efforts by interest groups and industry initiatives. The
following list of most important recommendations and open issues serves as an input
for future work on the digital maritime infrastructure.
Procedures and Principles of MCP – establishment of governance structure (c.f.
chapter 4):
Most important for the future development of the MCP is the forming/establishment of
a governance structure, currently called MCC. It is envisioned that the core
responsibilities of the MCC will include:
• Developing and maintaining the standards associated with the MCP.
• Developing and maintaining the open source software for the MCP as a
reference implementation.
• Operate a test instance of the MCP for testing and validation purposes.
• Certify organisations to run operational MCP instances.
• Host root certificate for MCP PKI infrastructure.
• Collaborate closely with important stakeholders / international organisations.
For the operation of a European MCP instance, we have the need for an industry driven
consortium for a common digital maritime, currently formed by industry partners lead
by Combitech.
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Procedures and Principles of SSC/TCC – iterative refinement of requirements
(c.f. chapter 5.4 and 6.3):
Both reference services, SSC and TCC, proved useful to lower entry barriers for user
of SeaSWIM/MCP and STM in general to enable compliant implementation of services.
Yet, as said in the beginning of this chapter, a constantly ongoing and iterative process
is needed, where new input needs to be managed in a collaborative manner gaining
and re-gaining support from system suppliers and other stakeholders. When looking at
SSC we see the iterative refinement of SSC concerning the following requirements as
most important to maintain its utility:
- How SSC should support access management/access list handling
- How SSC should support encryption and signing of data (based on S100)
- How SSC should perform authentication
The TCC increases the quality of the SR, which leads to increased trust in the
infrastructure. The collaborative work on how to define compliance for
STM/SeaSWIM/MCP was very essential and should be carried on. During the work on
the second version of the TCC the following input on further requirement refinement:
- Create view of statistics on a dashboard
- Check operation names within service specification and technical design
- Check security measures
- Check the payload of a service
- Check against naming conventions
- Support additional file formats e.g. .docx and .odt (besides pdf and xml)
- Automated API checking
- Selection of different SR endpoints
STM identifiers – refinement of identifiers after validation in test beds (c.f.
chapter 7)
During the test bed operation, it was explored how to use the STM identifiers with some
essential recommendations for further work:
- Official registration of the namespace urn:mrn:stm in the mrn registry for
management and governance reasons
- Make it possible to create an UVID in the strategic phase of a voyage, e.g.
without knowing the first port and the next ones
- UPCID should be automatically connected to the UVID – e.g. use the UVID from
a ship approaching a port as a trigger for generating a port call
- More clear and precise definition for a voyage, e.g. further specification and
division of voyage into smaller and modular states
- Clarify UVID creation and ownership
Access management – hybrid and flexible solution suggested (c.f. chapter 8.1.1)
The access management (AM) is based on complex rules and role concepts, which
are usually stored in a database or access control list (ACL). To prevent unauthorized
user access to data, these rules and roles grant or prohibit the operations to be
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performed on a resource. The definition of rules and roles may be freely defined or
dependent on the organisational structure.
In the beginning of the SeaSWIM/MCP development, it was decided that AM should
be part of the application services, i.e. not as a SeaSWIM part e.g. as part of the SSC.
Too many conceptual questions needed to be solved connected to the individual
services such as Voyage Management/Act2 and PortCDM/Act1, before a core service
approach could be defined. In Act2, it was realised as an ACL for the associated
application services. In Act1, a conceptual discussion lead to the clarification of the
principles, but nevertheless it was difficult to find a solution that would fit every port and
port actor. In some cases, sharing of data and data provision means a “game change”
and thus it needs to be further clarified if there is for example a need for restriction of
data sharing in some ports. Following the discussion in Act1/Act2, Act4 makes in this
deliverable a conceptual proposal of how it could be integrated in SeaSWIM/MCP.
The components of access management prevent unauthorised accesses to resources
and therefore supports the security and privacy of SeaSWIM. The AM for SeaSWIM
must consider every component that uses the SeaSWIM infrastructure, prevent
unauthorised access to resources and guarantee permanent access. These tasks
result in architectural challenges for the deployment of the components for AM in the
SeaSWIM infrastructure. On this basis, a hybrid approach is suggested for future
improvements of the infrastructure, by combination of the federated and centralised
approach. In the first instance, a dedicated service for AM checks centrally if a user is
allowed to use a service. This central AM designed as a separate service to SeaSWIM
registers as any other service in the SR. This way application services can use it if they
need. If the service is not used by the stakeholders the service can simply be removed
from the SR, e.g. the stakeholders prefer to use their own AM. It can be implemented
and maintained by a dedicated operator providing the functionality for AM as a service
or by a service provider itself. For further details see 8.1.1.
Subscription – use messaging service (c.f. chapter 8.1.2)
A subscription functionality in SeaSWIM/MCP could mean that STM users and/or
service providers would need to pay for access to either the STM platform and/or the
data. A less invasive alternative would be to suggest a standardized setup of
information proliferation. In the framework of the STM Validation Project, the needs
and preferences regarding subscription were discussed in multiple Safari Sessions
during the STM Work Camp in Tallinn (February 2018).
Based on this, chapter 8.1.2 discusses different approaches to realise subscription in
SeaSWIM/MCP infrastructure, such as long polling and different subscription patterns,
with and without using a broker which can be used in the SeaSWIM environment. In
fact, some services like the Voyage Information Service (VIS) are using these patterns
already. A service consumer can subscribe to the VIS as it provides an interface to
subscribe to in the service specification. A service consumer can use this interface to
subscribe to the information provided by the application service. The publishing
application service is responsible for the administration of the list of subscribers. From
the service consumer´s point of view there might be no difference between subscribing
to a service or a broker. By providing a broker service on the application service layer,
it is possible to minimize the implementation effort of the service consumer. For further
details see chapter 8.1.2.
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The main outcome of the joint STM discussions was that the subscription functionality
of SeaSWIM should consider different scenarios. In case of an emergency, it should
be possible for example to prioritize messages, so that a faster delivery is possible. It
would also be necessary to be able to use other communication channels beyond IPbased communication to transfer urgent messages, in case one connection is not
available.
Another suggestion was that service users should automatically subscribe to certain
services when entering a particular geographical area, or to provide a list of services
that are also used by other service users nearby. During the discussion, it was noted
that in the case of a broker component, publishers have no direct influence on which
users subscribe to their data. This leads to an increased risk of data loss/abuse and
less control of the data owner.
To meet additional requirements brought up in the discussions, a Central Messaging
Component (CMC) for transmitting the subscription or subscribe directly by the service
provider is suggested. The CMC is able to fulfil the needs regarding message queuing,
prioritizing and location-based transmission. Since a constant IP connection at sea is
not always possible, the CMC must provide different communication options both for
receiving messages and for sending messages. This should include e.g. the Global
Maritime Distress and Safety System (GMDSS).
The Maritime Messaging Service (MMS), part of the MCP core components
development, seems to be capable of providing the desired functionality. The MMS is
planned to be “an information broker that intelligently exchanges information between
communication systems connected to the Maritime Connectivity Platform, considering
the current geographical position and communication links available to the recipient.”32
By delegating the administration of subscribers to the service owner, they can decide
if a subscriber is authorized to get the requested data. The MMS enables message
queuing, prioritization and wide possibilities for data transmission via different channels
with less implementation afford by the service owner. The MMS serves as a reference
implementation for the messaging service discussed. For further information see
chapter8.1.2.3.
Quality of Service – define SLA for monitoring, reporting and optimization (c.f.
chapter 8.1.3):
In order to define standard Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) for quality of service
(QoS), we need to define what we are offering in SeaSWIM. Act4 followed that this
could be done in a Service Level Agreement (SLA), where the level of quality is
defined/documented. An SLA is a commitment between a service provider and a client
to guarantee a certain level of quality every service user can rely on. Contents of an
SLA are a description of the service and his desired performance level. By monitoring,
reporting and optimization of the SLA an increased quality can be reached. QoS could
be realised as a service that monitors the quality of the other services, for example of
the Service Registry in terms of average response time, availability, etc.
Three methods were described in the section 8.1.3.2 to collect necessary data based
on the SLA. It is necessary to provide a system which can collect and evaluate this
data. Within SeaSWIM, this system can be a service on the application service level
or a core component.
32

http://maritimeconnectivity.net/
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Depending on the conceptual approach, this could be further integrated in the
Technical Compliance Checker (TCC), as explained in chapter 6, or as a standardized
interface across all services showing the status or security related issues such as
certificates. The TCC is already able to check the service documentation within the SR
according to compliance aspects. A further development would be able to provide
functionality to monitor services and infrastructure aspects regarding QoS.
Business models – transform to business ecosystem (c.f. chapter 8.2):
Commercializing SeaSWIM is regarded as one of the key factors to success. However,
much is still unknown of users’ real needs of the SeaSWIM framework. Since users
are payed to use the project artefacts it is difficult to derive their incentives and
intentions to use SeaSWIM after the STM project as it is currently implemented.
Actively promoting and understanding the needs of potential users outside the STM
Validation Project will be critical to ensure SeaSWIM provides commercial value. In
chapter 8.2, we reflect on the future business strategies for the digital infrastructure of
STM and identify two potential business models for STM, the matchmaking and the
multi-sided model. Though, this is rather a high-level reflection, it gives some direction
regarding business models as follows:
- Discuss how to transform STM from acting as a knowledge ecosystem to a
business ecosystem
- The matchmaking model views STM as a platform for service providers and
service receivers to meet and connect - platform would be used mainly as a
database of services and identities
- In the multi-sided model STM itself offers certain services to potential customers
as well - STM identifies two different customer categories and itself delivers
customized services or solutions to each category
Security-related issues – focus on vulnerabilities and (c.f. chapter 8.3):
During integration testing and discussions with commercial end-users of the STM
infrastructure, a couple of security concerns were raised, in addition to the currently
implemented security mechanisms of the SeaSWIM/MCP prototype. As well as the
revealed vulnerabilities that lead to the following statements:
• Encryption: Data sent via SeaSWIM should be encrypted, currently using
HTTPS/TLS; strive for end-to-end encryption, i.e. on service and network level
• Authentication: User and system authentication is on single factor
authentication
• Access Management: Access to data by Access Control List, backed up by
access token and/or a certificate
• Accounting and Auditing: There are logging possibilities, but it is not used in an
active manner to monitor and understand when/how something “disturbing” is
happening
• Review: The accounting/review of the system is currently based on “peer
review” by its project members, a thoroughly review or Failure Mode Effect and
Criticality Analysis for the whole STM digital system is recommended
• Support: A supportive system for users to allow 24x7 shipping operations
• Certificates: no self-signed certificates should be used in system in operation
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•

Governance body of STM´s digital infrastructure takes cyber security into
account, e.g. by information security management system (ISMS)
Further options to improve cyber security are described in chapter 8.3., dealing with
authenticity, confidentiality, integrity, accountability, and non-repudiation.
Governance – establishing governance structure for future development and
business (c.f. chapter 9):
The principles and procedure of SeaSWIM can enable interoperability. However,
whether or not a digital infrastructure is successful or not ultimately comes down to
how successfully it can be governed to suit the needs of its intended users. The current
alignment efforts are an important start to future development and business for STM.
The ongoing creation of an industry cluster has great potential to integrate the common
maritime digital infrastructure in current operations. Already the clear interest from such
a broad industry group is a sign that SeaSWIM and the STM services have found a
significant need. However, it is important that this initiative is supported in parallel by
new projects that continue the development of STM in new directions. This will ensure
that the common infrastructure stays relevant and continue to challenge the maritime
industry.
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38 partners from 13 countries Creating a safer more efficient and
environmentally friendly maritime sector

Demonstrating the function and business value of the
Sea Traffic Management concept and its services.
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